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US rivals determined to widen influence
in Syria as Trump signals withdrawal
Thomas Seibert

Washington

R

ussia, Turkey and Iran
are determined to widen
their role in Syria with
the United States contemplating a withdrawal
from the war-torn country but the
trio is unlikely to agree beyond
a joint wish to push the United
States out, analysts said.
At a meeting April 4 in Ankara,
Russia President Vladimir Putin,
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and Iranian President
Hassan Rohani agreed to “speed
up their efforts to ensure calm on
the ground,” an English-language
version of their joint declaration
posted on the website of the Turkish presidential office stated.

The three countries
had no joint plan for
Syria beyond a
rejection of the US role.

In a reference to US support for
Kurdish forces in northern Syria,
the three countries “rejected all
attempts to create new realities
on the ground under the pretext
of combating terrorism and expressed their determination to
stand against separatist agendas
aimed at undermining the sovereignty and territorial integrity of
Syria as well as the national security of neighbouring countries.”
Turkey has been especially outspoken in criticising the US alliance
with the mainly Kurdish People’s
Protection Units (YPG) militia. “I
say here once again that we will not
stop until we have made safe all
areas controlled by the [YPG],
starting with Manbij,” Erdogan

said after the meeting.
He was referring to the northern Syrian city of Manbij, where
US troops are deployed alongside
Kurdish fighters and which could
become the next target for Turkish troops. Erdogan’s military took
Afrin, 100km west of Manbij, in an
incursion that started in January.
The summit came as the US administration struggled to agree
on a strategy after US President
Donald Trump called for an early
withdrawal of the approximately
2,000 US troops deployed in Syria.
His statement contradicted a plan,
laid out in January, that called for
a permanent US military presence
in Syria to counter growing Iranian
influence in the country and to
block the re-emergence of the Islamic State (ISIS).
Following a meeting between
Trump and his national security advisers, White House Press
Secretary Sarah Sanders said the
United States would stay in Syria
to defeat ISIS. She suggested that
the mission would not be a longterm engagement, saying ISIS was
“almost completely destroyed.”
However, there are few signs in
Syria that preparations for an impending US exit have begun. The
Associated Press reported that
US forces in Manbij strengthened
their defensive positions outside
the city while Erdogan’s statement
at the Ankara summit called for
their withdrawal.
Getting the United States to
leave Syria is “the common point”
of Turkey, Russia and Iran, said W.
Robert Pearson, a former US ambassador to Ankara who works for
the Middle East Institute in Washington. Erdogan had been keen at
the Ankara summit to emphasise
his insistence that the US leave,
Pearson said in an interview.
However, the three countries
had no joint plan for Syria beyond
a rejection of the US role, Pearson
added. “Once we are past that
point, the old and persistent rivalries come back into play.”
Some of the differences between

Divide and rule. Iranian President Hassan Rohani (L), Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (C) and
Russian President Vladimir Putin leave after a joint press conference in Ankara, on April 4.
(Reuters)
the three countries — heirs to empires that frequently waged war
against each other for centuries —
were visible during the summit.
Iranian TV reported that Rohani
called on Turkey to hand control
of the Afrin region to Syria’s government, a step that would be
unacceptable for Turkey. While
Russia and Iran have been backing Syrian President Bashar Assad,
Erdogan has supported rebels bent
on driving Assad from power.
Also, Russian air power and Iranbacked militias have supported
Syrian Army offensives in the Idlib
and Ghouta regions. Moscow and
Tehran are expecting Ankara to
take jihadist groups in Idlib under
control but Erdogan is concerned

about a new wave of refugees to
Turkey from Idlib.
The dynamics within the Ankara
trio were marked by Russia’s leading role, said Behlul Ozkan, a political scientist at Istanbul’s Marmara
University. “Putin is making Turkey dependent on Russia,” Ozkan
said in an interview.
The Turkish Afrin operation was
possible only with the consent of
Russia, whose air force rules the
skies over north-western Syria. An
aide to Erdogan recently said that
Turkey would not have been able
to send even a drone to Syria without receiving the green light from
Moscow. Putin is careful not to give
the Turks everything they want;
Moscow does not share Erdogan’s

view of the YPG being a terrorist
group.
Similarly, Russia is allowing Iran
to secure a land corridor from Iraq
through Syria to Lebanon but not
much more, Ozkan said. He pointed out that Putin aimed to establish Russia as the deciding power
over an array of local and regional
forces in Syria. “It’s divide and
rule, like Russia does in the Caucasus,” he said.
Thomas Seibert is a
Washington correspondent for
The Arab Weekly.
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Algeria’s symbolic fountain stands its ground in battle of ideas
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

C

ontroversy over the location of a statue of a nude
woman in Setif has, over
the past 20 years, come
to reflect Islamists’ attempts to take the social initiative
despite their political minority
status in Algeria.
The fixation with the 120-yearold Ain El Fouara Fountain in the
eastern Algerian city manifested
itself in April 1997 when jihadists
bombed the sculpture of a naked
woman. The attack took place at
the height of the civil war between
Islamist insurgents and the powerful military of the secular regime.
Encouraged by local imams, Islamists attacked the statue with a
hammer and chisel in 2006. They
repeated the act in December and,
in March, Islamists urged the government to move the statue to a

museum, claiming the artwork
offended “Algerian standards of
public decency.”
Many Algerians are seemingly
more attracted than offended by
the fountain, which has water
flowing from a well beneath the
statue. It is the place where many
go to make vows or seek good luck.
Some Islamists want the statue
replaced with a plaque to mark
the massacre of civilians during

It is not the Ain El
Fouara statue that
ought to be put in a
museum. It is rather
the ideas of those who
clamour for that.
Algerian Minister
of Culture
Azzeddine Mihoubi

the French occupation in Setif in
1945. The French built the fountain and added the statue to it in
1899 based on a design by French
sculptor Francis de Saint-Vidal.
Algerian Minister of Culture
Azzedine Mihoubi is not yielding
on the issue.
“It is not the Ain El Fouara statue that ought to be put in a museum. It is rather the ideas of those
who clamour for that,” he told parliament on March 22 in reply to a
question from Islamist MP Beldia
Khemri.
“The issue of El Fouara goes beyond Setif. It is part of a broad issue that involves the future of Algeria,” said MP Salah Dekhili, from
Prime Minister Ahmed Ouyahia’s
Democratic National Rally party.
Algerian secularist intellectuals
view the fight over the statue as
part of the battle of ideas against
the Islamists and expressed
concern that Islamists could be
broadening their influence in the
country.

Writer Ali Boukhlef said Islamists
are everywhere — “in the mosques
of the republic, clandestine prayer
rooms, markets, schools, youth
centres, hammams and more seriously on offshore television
stations.”
The government seems ambivalent about any counter move
and many Islamist activists and
preachers claim they have no political agendas.
The 2017 local and parliamentary elections in Algeria indicated
that the clout of political Islam
was shrinking. Three Islamist parties together won 67 seats in the
462-member parliament and 57
seats from a total of 1,541 seats in
local elections.
Secularist intellectuals in Algeria, however, see Islamist movements’ influence as growing and
are wary of a bottom-up strategy
targeting the reins of power.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Societal divide. Ain El Fouara
Fountain in the eastern
Algerian city of Setif after it
was vandalised, last year. (AFP)
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The
sultan
and
the
tsar
A modern fairy tale from Ankara
Rashmee Roshan Lall

O

nce upon a time in
Ankara, the sultan of
Turkey and the tsar
of Russia met and
agreed on a foolproof
problem-sharing,
problem-solving plan that would
strike awe into every heart. It was
a masterstroke of decisiveness, the
purest exaltation of the art of the
possible.
The sultan and the tsar decided
to de-recognise problems because
that way they would just go away.
If problems don’t exist, they said,
there was nothing to solve. Who
cares if the odious nabobs of the
West have the cheek to call us a
problem, we don’t even know the
word problem.
“Done,” said the tsar evenly. In a
previous avatar, he had served as a
spy for his country and rarely spoke
overly loudly or imprecisely.
“Done deal,” shouted the sultan,
who was much less restrained,
having never been anything other
than a politician given to oratorical
swagger.
So it was decided and each
returned to his palace, clasping the
deal like a pearl, certain it was all
the riches needed to live happily
ever after.
**
Let’s cut to reality even though
there was a decidedly fairy-tale
quality to the meeting between
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and Russian President
Vladimir Putin in Ankara on April 3
and 4. The two autocrats, increas-

ingly reviled by the West, clung
together, an embrace in isolation
and born of isolation, with Iranian
President Hassan Rohani playing
gooseberry if not fairy godmother.
Can it last? Could the Turkish sultan and the Russian tsar’s closeness
end with the hyperbolic phrase that
wraps up most fairy tales: happily
ever after?
No, because it is more an “alignment of convenience” than a
beautiful friendship in the words of
Jennifer Cafarella, a Syria expert at
the Washington-based Institute for
the Study of War. Erdogan, Cafarella
suggested, finds it politic now to
pledge his troth to Putin and Rohani.
“He’ll remain aligned with them
as long as he deems it necessary to
pursue his goals against the (mainly
Kurdish Syrian People’s Protection
Units militia)
YPG,” she said.
It’s a fair point. Of course, it’s impossible to tell how long it will take
Turkey to achieve its goals against
the Kurds in northern Syria.
However, as in any good fairy tale,
stardust appears to have worked
its magic on the main protagonists.
Turkey, Russia and Iran, three of
the most influential foreign military
actors in Syria, are all trying to work
through their differences and these
are many. Russia and Iran are for
Bashar Assad’s regime; Turkey is
against. Turkey wants to crush the
Kurds but, until recently, Russia and
Iran viewed them more benignly.
Even so, the tsar and the sultan
closed the deal on the Kurds in January. Putin picked Erdogan over the
Kurds and Russian military observers obligingly moved away from
north-western Syria just as the Turkish government announced it was
hellbent on going into the Kurdishcontrolled enclave of Afrin.
Erdogan repaid Putin’s boon with
one of his own, limiting his response
to the regime’s assault on Eastern
Ghouta to fierce criticism but nothing more.
Meanwhile, Iran began to see the
virtue of playing along with Turkey
to weaken the YPG. Mensur Akgun,
head of the international relations
department at Istanbul’s Kultur
University, explains Tehran’s logic
as follows: “Fighters linked to the
PKK have been active in Iran as well,
although not as much as Turkey.
Therefore, Iran, like Turkey, does
not want a strong YPG existence that

Divergent
interests.
Turkish
President
Tayyip
Erdogan
and his
Russian
counterpart
Vladimir
Putin, on
April 4.
(Reuters)

might lead to an independent state
there.”
As in most fairy tales, dragons lurk.
Iran has been angered by Turkey’s
pledge to take the Syrian town of Tel
Rifaat and push further east.
Ankara, as a senior Turkish official
has said, wants Moscow to “control

the (Assad) regime more,” thereby
granting more humanitarian access
in Eastern Ghouta and reining in air
strikes on rebel-held areas.
Long term, it seems difficult to
imagine a viable alliance between
three countries with very different
priorities vying for influence in the

Black Sea region.
That would, indeed, be the stuff of
fairy tales.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a columnist
for The Arab Weekly. Her blog can be
found at www.rashmee.com and she
is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.

Erdogan is weakest link in the anti-Western alliance for Syria

Yavuz Baydar

What unites
Turkey, Russia
and Iran is their
drive to get the
Americans out of
Syria and Iraq.

I

s Ankara pivoting away from the
West to forge a new axis or is it
simply spinning out of control?
The question is worth examining in the light of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s
preferred way of dealing with the
West: a combination of harsh rhetoric
and what observers call “hostage politics.” This is a reference to Ankara’s
reluctance to release foreign citizens
swept up in its post-coup purge.
Erdogan’s power play is focused on
Syria’s 7-year civil war and the Kurdish conflict. His Justice and Development Party (AKP) is not protesting.
Rather, it is dancing to any tune
Erdogan composes. There is awareness within the AKP of the unique
situation of Turkey as the last bastion
of Sunni political Islam in power.
In Syria, Erdogan’s tone is dependent on the tone set by US President
Donald Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin. It is a gamble,
which is why Erdogan is navigating
cautiously, preparing at every step
for any sudden twist or turn. So, the
supposed “pivot from the West” is a
negotiating tactic and not a declared
policy. As the well-known Turkish
proverb goes, the rice will
need much more water
before it is ready.

Ankara is content with the gains
from the conquest of Afrin and the
installation of military observation posts in Idlib. It is an illusion
to believe that Erdogan truly wants
US troops — some 2,000 — to leave
northern Syria altogether. For him,
it would be far better to maintain a
delicate balance between the United
States and Russia.
Erdogan is acutely aware that the
ultra-secular, militarist Eurasianist
flank of the Turkish establishment
has gained political ground in Ankara. He knows that he must slalom
very carefully to not give the Eurasianist supporters too much power.
This means that Erdogan cannot give
in more than necessary to Putin.
That said, he trusts the Trump administration much less than Putin’s.
In this context, the latest meeting
on Syria in the White House could
be a game-changer. US Secretary of
Defence James Mattis and Trump’s
nominee for secretary of state, Mike
Pompeo, reportedly made it clear to
the president that a US withdrawal
from northern Syria would be disastrous. They are said to have warned
that a US withdrawal would be tactically dangerous because the Islamic
State (ISIS) would re-emerge and
strategically bad because Russia

would have the upper hand in the
region.
Trump reluctantly agreed not to
push for an immediate withdrawal
but he did tell them to “hurry” up
with a new road map for US engagement in Syria.
While this may be a temporary
relief for the Kurds, it leaves Erdogan
with room to manoeuvre. Turkey’s
president can continue to fine-tune
the political choreography until he
secures his hoped-for victory in next
year’s elections.
The Ankara summit, which
included the Russian and Iranian
presidents, is part of Erdogan’s canny
choreography and it will help to keep
the West anxious. It also enables the
Turkish president to portray himself
as a relentless challenger of the West
and allows building a connection
with his domestic enemies such as
the anti-American Kemalists and the
left.
Few seem to have cared that the
trilateral Ankara summit ended
with nothing decided and nothing
resolved. There were no concrete
decisions, only the vague hope for
“active cooperation for a ceasefire
among parties.”
The Syrian Kurdish militia
People’s Protection Units, which

Turkey regards as an enemy, was not
mentioned in the final declaration.
Erdogan could not have achieved success in Afrin without the backing of
Putin, so he had to compromise at the
summit, too. Putin needs Erdogan to
legitimise the military engagement in
Syria of Russia, a perceived Christian
power.
What unites Turkey, Russia and
Iran is their drive to get the Americans out of Syria and Iraq but Erdogan
is the weakest link in that regard.
Another consequence of the linked
hands of the trio meeting in Ankara is
Arab consternation about what happens next to Syria.
As Amir Taheri put it in Asharq AlAwsat: “The prospect of Turko-Russian domination of the region, with
Iran playing second fiddle” is not
likely to please most Arab countries.
Even though some might argue that it
won’t be so bad, Taheri added, it will
be for the following reason: “With
their economies in meltdown, Russia,
Turkey and Iran are in no position to
rebuild Syria into anything resembling a functioning state.”’
That says it all.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish journalist
and regular columnist
for The Arab Weekly.
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Jockeying over Syria

American indecision prompts regional confusion
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

C

onflicting messages over
the United States’ commitment to its Syria mission has potentially undermined its partnership
with Syria’s Kurds and emboldened
regional rivals Turkey, Iran and
Russia.
US President Donald Trump
met with top military aides
April 3 before modifying his demand to withdraw from Syria “like
very soon” to calling for a staged
withdrawal following the defeat of
the Islamic State (ISIS).
The United States had previously
indicated it intended to maintain
a long-term presence within Syria.
Operating from its military position mostly east of the Euphrates
River Valley, shared with the Kurdish-dominated Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF), the United States
was working towards the defeat
of ISIS and, through its continued
presence and stabilisation efforts,
trying to ensure the jihadist group
would not rise again. The US presence was also meant to check the
spread of Iranian influence in Syria.
However, domestic political concerns appear to have taken precedence over international affairs
in Washington. “At the heart of the
conversation in Washington right
now is the question of how you can
define when ISIS is 100% defeated,” Nicholas Heras, a Middle East
Security fellow at the Centre for a
New American Security, said in a
telephone interview.
In making the Syrian mission
announcement, Heras said Trump
was anticipating the instincts of his
base, which is suspicious of any extensive foreign deployment.
“President Trump wants this finished and he wants it finished now.
He doesn’t want this dragging on
till the 2018 midterm elections and
the 2020 presidential elections,”
Heras said.
The short-term commitment of
the United States to Syria and the
SDF remains in place. The Turkish
news agency Anadolu reported that
the United States has committed
to constructing two military bases
in the Manbij region and marginal

Viewpoint

Gregory Aftandilian

Trump’s desire
to withdraw US
troops “very soon”
may not
materialise as
fast as he hopes.

Uncertain alliance. A US soldier sits on an armoured vehicle at a newly installed position near the front line between the US-backed
Syrian Manbij Military Council and the Turkey-backed fighters in Manbij. 						
increases in US troop numbers are
expected in the coming months,
irrespective of the president’s pronouncements.
Within Syria, US forces were reportedly trying to reassure their
Kurdish allies, already uncertain of
their Western partners after they
were left to defend Afrin alone,
that the United States remains a reliable partner.
“I spoke to a Kurdish commander
in Manbij,” journalist Jenan Moussa posted on Twitter on April 1. “He
said US officers send him WhatsApp messages expressing support.
I was allowed to listen to these audio messages. In it, the translator
says in Arabic: ‘The officer says
hello. We support you &dont (sic)

let the news disturb you.’”
Moussa wrote that a Kurdish
commander told her: “We spoke
to Americans about the threat of
Turkish planes (attacking SDF positions in and around Manbij). The
US military told us: ‘We won’t allow Turkish planes in the sky if

Within Syria, US forces
were reportedly trying
to reassure their
Kurdish allies that the
United States remains
a reliable partner.

they attack.’”
Washington’s dramatic revision
of what was seemingly its established Syria policy raised international concern. Daniel Shapiro, a
former US ambassador to Israel,
told the Israeli newspaper Haaretz
that Trump’s pronouncements provoked turmoil across the region.
“It raises fundamental questions
not just for Israel, for our Kurdish allies, even our adversaries,
about whether the United States
plans to remain in Syria to complete the fight against ISIS and to
help prevent an Iranian takeover
of those areas that ISIS has vacated,” he said, echoing concerns
raised in Saudi Arabia and Israel,
which, along with the United Arab

(AP)

Emirates, Trump has suggested
should do more to help secure a
stable Syria.
Elsewhere, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with his
Russian and Iranian counterparts
April 4 in Ankara. As was expected, the meeting concluded with a
stated commitment to working towards a “lasting ceasefire” in Syria.
However, it is unlikely that neither Washington’s apparent confusion nor the future of the strategically valuable terrain under
Kurdish and US control escaped
their attention.
Simon Speakman Cordall is Syria/
Lebanon section editor with
The Arab Weekly.

Trump’s pledge to withdraw troops from Syria may be delayed after all

T

o the surprise of the
Pentagon and the State
Department, US President Donald Trump
declared he was going
to withdraw US troops
from Syria “very soon” because
the Islamic State (ISIS) has been
defeated there.
“Let other people take care of it
now,” Trump said. He also announced that he is holding up $200
million in recovery funds for Syria.
Trump’s speech was supposed to
be about infrastructure spending in
the United States.
Why Trump went off script and
made this declaration is a mystery
to Washington political insiders. When pressed by journalists
shortly after Trump’s remarks,
State Department spokeswoman
Heather Nauert said the department was unaware of plans to pull
troops out of Syria.
Ironically, a CNN report stated
that the Pentagon had been working on plans to send dozens of
additional troops to Syria and thus
also was caught off-guard. In the
field, one unidentified US military
commander was angry because he
believed US and allied forces were
close to achieving “total victory”
against ISIS but that “now [with
the Trump announcement] it’s
coming apart.”
Why did Trump make this declaration?
Part of the reason may be his

impulsivity. He is known to make
decisions on the fly and is convinced that only his views matter
when it comes to foreign and national security matters, as he stated
in a November 2017 interview.
Another reason is that he seems
intent on fulfilling major campaign
pledges, which included defeating
ISIS and not getting bogged down
in Middle East quagmires. With
ISIS nearly defeated in the Levant,
Trump may believe that there is no
compelling reason to stay in Syria.
A third reason may be because
two of his recently sacked advisers
— national security adviser H.R.
McMaster and Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson — had reportedly
advocated keeping US troops in
Syria to:
1) ensure ISIS or like-minded
groups don’t regroup;
2) block Iranian plans for a land
bridge from Iran to Lebanon and to
check Iranian ambitions in Syria;
and
3) use the US presence to affect
negotiations on Syria’s political
future.
These reasons formed the basis
of a speech on Syria that Tillerson
gave in January. With both Tillerson and McMaster out, Trump may
have wanted to underscore that he
charts his own course.
Trump’s desire to withdraw
US troops “very soon” may not
materialise as fast as he hopes. Because northern and eastern Syria

is a very complicated region and
important US equities are at stake,
Trump is likely to get pushback
from his new national security
team — Secretary of State-designate Mike Pompeo and national
security adviser John Bolton — as
well as Defence Secretary James
Mattis.
First is the issue of Iran. While
Mattis differs from Pompeo and
Bolton on the Iran nuclear deal (he
favours keeping it while the other
two want to scrap it), he shares
with them concern about Iranian
activities in the region. Given that
Trump has spoken about his opposition to Iran’s role in the region,
these three top advisers might
convince him that Iran would be
the principal beneficiary of a US
withdrawal.
Second is the fate of the Syrian
Kurds, Washington’s main ally in
the fight against ISIS in eastern
Syria. US frontline commanders
have spoken in glowing terms
about the military prowess of the
Kurds and the sacrifices they have
made.
If the United States were to
abandon them, they would likely
be at the mercy of the Turkish
military. Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan has called these
Kurdish forces “terrorists” because
some of them have links to the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
in Turkey and has vowed to crush
them after having removed their

ethnic brethren in the Afrin area of
north-western Syria.
For the United States to abandon the Syrian Kurds after having
fought alongside them against
ISIS would be not only morally
repugnant but would set a bad
example for future US military
partnerships.
Although the views of Pompeo
and Bolton towards the Syrian Kurds are unknown, Mattis,
reflecting the views of CENTCOM
commanders such as US Army
General Joseph Votel, is likely to
stand firm on this issue.
Third, US withdrawal from Syria
would also allow Syrian President Bashar Assad and Russia’s
Vladimir Putin to claim victory.
Given Trump’s cosiness to Putin,
such an argument may not be very
compelling but it is interesting
that Bolton, in particular, is on
record strongly opposing Russian
activities in the Middle East and
elsewhere and he may weigh in on
this matter.
In the end, Trump is the
commander-in-chief and may
indeed pull US troops out of Syria
but his national security team will
do what it can to slow the effort as
long as possible.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Looking beyond the misleading
narrative about Al Jazeera
Mahmud el-Shafey

W
London

hile some in
Western
media share
a misleading
narrative
about Al
Jazeera,
Egyptian political analyst Emad
el-Hady said the Qatari-owned
news network’s biased coverage
was increasingly being exposed
for what it is.
Since the start of the Gulf crisis
over Qatar, in which Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates,
Bahrain and Egypt cut diplomatic
ties with Doha last June, Al
Jazeera has pursued an increasingly “vindictive” editorial
policy, Hady said.
“Since then Al Jazeera’s
coverage has been something
akin to a war-zone spewing
endless vindictive propaganda,
launching salvos of baseless
accusations, character assassination of the boycotting quartet’s
leaders, fake news and half-baked
or blown-out-of-proportion

Viewpoint

Mohammed Alkhereiji

I

t is difficult to miss the giddy
pace of change in Saudi Arabia.
At the forefront is the determined fight against all manifestations of Islamic extremism. The overriding perception
among reform-minded Saudis is
that any meaningful societal progress will have to start there.
The Saudi leadership is aware of
the historical factors that led to the
dangerous propagation of extremist
ideas in the kingdom and the virtual
control they have had over religious
discourse. There was the Iranian
Revolution in 1979 and its radical
ripple effects. There was the Cold
War, which brought conservative
Saudi Arabia an offer to collaborate with the West that it could not
refuse. The United States wanted its
Saudi ally to join the fight against
communism in Afghanistan and
other battlefronts. The Saudis
obliged.
After the attacks of September 11,
2001, however, Riyadh found itself
in the eye of a hurricane. Nearly

stories,” he said.
Hady pointed to Al Jazeera’s
coverage of the war in Yemen as
an example of its mutable
editorial policy that is subservient to Doha’s political goals.
“When Qatar used to be part of
the Saudi-led Arab alliance, [Al
Jazeera’s] coverage of the war
was from the alliance’s perspective through and through. Right
after the quartet’s boycott, the
network shifted to a critical then
aggressive and finally an incriminating narrative focusing on
anti-Saudi, anti-UAE concocted
stories, with hardly any mention
of atrocities committed by the
Houthi rebels,” he said.
Al Jazeera and its coverage have
always been a bone of contention
between Doha and its Arab
neighbours, particularly given
that the channel failed to look at
Qatar’s domestic issues.
In July 2017, the Arab quartet
issued a 13-point list of demands
for Qatar to address to end the
crisis. The list included shuttering Al Jazeera. Doha refused.
Al Jazeera has been heavily
criticised for its coverage of
events in Yemen, not least
the Houthi rebels firing

missiles into Saudi Arabia.
“The whole Qatari media
empire has sunk into vindictive
coverage of everything related to
the boycotting quartet. Al Jazeera
Arabic channel reports on the
Houthis’ missiles’ attacks on
Saudi Arabia with apparent glee,
if not with an element of
schadenfreude highlighting
casualties if any, as well as
hosting a Houthi guest or broadcasting a statement from their
media mouthpiece,” Hady said.
While Al Jazeera’s coverage has
become increasingly exposed
since the Gulf crisis, others say
the process began with Al
Jazeera’s reporting on the “Arab
spring.”
“They have lost their credibility
in the Arab world, by either
covering developments onesided or completely ignoring
them,” said As’ad AbuKhalil in
2011, author of the Angry Arab
News Service, a blog about media
coverage in the Arab world.
“They became a typical regime
station… their political agenda is
not even masked.”
Al Jazeera faced particular
criticism for its coverage in Egypt
following the ouster of Islamist
President Muhammad Morsi in
2013. Similar assessments have
continued through 2018.
“Egyptians have faced nothing
but a long-lasting, 24/7 smear
campaign focusing exclusively on
all negative aspects, ills and
shortcomings of Egyptian
society. The smallest incident in

Lopsided coverage. An employee of Al Jazeera walks past the
channel’s logo in Doha.
				
Egypt will be blown out of
proportion and headlined as a
huge crisis,” Hady said.
“Al Jazeera’s persistent narrative of the ‘coup regime’ is just
another example of its hypocrisy,” he added.
Despite this, Hady said Al
Jazeera was becoming increasingly challenged and exposed in
the Arab world and the West.
“Al Jazeera has lost a great deal
of its credibility, its appeal and,
inevitably, a big chunk of its
viewership,” Hady said. “Every
major crisis the Arab world has
gone through during the last two
decades has had the effect of
eroding the prominent place the
network used to enjoy on the
Arabic media scene during its
golden days.”

(AP)

Qatar’s neighbours have sought
to challenge Al Jazeera’s media
supremacy with their own news
outlets.
“We now have three major Arab
countries — Saudi Arabia, the UAE
and Egypt — that have their own
outreaching, worldwide Arabiclanguage TV networks, as well as
countless smaller private channels, not to mention the explosion of social media,” Hady said.
“All of this has turned the skies
wide open to flooding streams of
information, news and views
from all over the world. No longer
could anybody claim to have a
monopoly on the truth.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in
London.

Can other GCC countries follow the Saudi
lead in stemming Islamic extremism?
17 years later and despite participating in the coalition at war with the
Islamic State, the kingdom still finds
itself the target of criticism for its
alleged support of radical Islamic
groups.
In March 2014, after it had become clear that the Muslim Brotherhood’s agenda could no longer be
misconstrued as the tolerable face
of “political Islam,” Riyadh designated both the Muslim Brotherhood
and Iran-sponsored Hezbollah as
terrorist organisations.
The pushback against extremist
ideology continued at a faster pace
with the ascension of Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud to
the throne and, later, the naming of
his son, Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz as his
successor.
The Muslim Brotherhood was
recently depicted by Crown Prince
Mohammed as part of an “evil
triangle” with Iran and al-Qaeda.
He termed the Muslim Brotherhood
“another extremist organisation”
and said: “They want to use the
democratic system to rule countries and build shadow caliphates
everywhere.”
Policy changes have accompanied Saudi Arabia’s anti-extremist
tone: The educational curriculum
has been overhauled to weed out

intolerant content. Western officials, quoted by Reuters, said the
kingdom has begun an initiative to
end the international funding of
mosques and religious schools suspected of spreading radical ideas.
This coincided with the Saudis giving up control of Belgium’s largest
mosque, which had been leased to
Saudi Arabia since 1969.
The head of the Saudi-based
Muslim World League publicly
denounced Holocaust denial, saying
it was an attempt to “distort history
and an insult to the dignity of those
innocent souls who have died.” The
Holocaust was “among the worst
human atrocities ever,” the Muslim
World League statement added.
The question remains, however,
whether other countries in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) can or
will follow the pace of Saudi Arabia’s reining in of political Islam.
Time is of the essence, Crown
Prime Mohammed said, and there

In Doha’s case,
support for
political Islam is
a defining
characteristic of
its foreign policy.

are no excuses. The kingdom
cannot “waste 30 years of our life
combating extremist thoughts,” said
the crown prince. “We will destroy
them now and immediately.”
Aside from the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia’s neighbours still
have a ways to go. In Kuwait, the
Muslim Brotherhood has morphed into what is known as the
Islamic Constitutional Movement
(ICM). Three of its members sit on
the country’s National Assembly
despite Kuwait’s general ban on
political parties.
Gulf analysts say the Kuwaiti government tolerates the ICM to “keep
its enemy closer.” While the ICM
has toned down its Islamist agenda,
it periodically issues statements of
support to international followers of
the movement.
The situation in Bahrain is similar
to Kuwait’s, with its Muslim Brotherhood branch rebranding itself as
Islamic Minbar. The group is fiercely
loyal to the royal family over the
perceived threat from Iran.
The GCC country with the closest ties to Islamist groups and the
international Muslim Brotherhood
movement is Qatar.
Not only is Doha one of the
Muslim Brotherhood’s biggest supporters, it has been a haven for the
movement for decades. Its support

for the group is one of the main
causes of the crisis that involved
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and
Egypt severing ties with Doha last
June.
Doha has also hosted many Muslim Brotherhood leaders over the
years, including its main ideologue,
Yusuf al-Qaradawi, and Khaled
Meshaal, a leader in the Hamas
movement, a Muslim Brotherhood
offshoot. In many ways, Qatar is the
group’s base of operations, propagating its doctrine on its Muslim
Brotherhood-friendly media.
The question remains whether
Qatar and Kuwait can free themselves and their people from
Muslim Brotherhood influence. In
Kuwait’s case, eradicating political Islam from its political system
might result in turbulence at home.
In Doha’s case, support for political
Islam is a defining characteristic
of its foreign policy. Changing that
policy would require Qatar to reassess its ties to radical groups as well
as its relations with Iran.
The benefits to Qatar would be
plentiful, including being welcomed
back into the Gulf Arab fold, but
it remains unclear if Doha has the
courage to do the right thing.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Saudi crown prince talks openly to the US media
Mark Habeeb

Washington

R

arely has an Arab leader,
very well a Saudi royal,
been featured so prominently in the American
media as was Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz during his multi-city
tour of the United States.
And rarely has any foreign leader
made himself so accessible to the
media: Crown Prince Mohammed
gave interviews to prominent
newspapers; appeared on “60
Minutes,” CBS News’ iconic weekly news programme; and was the

subject of an extensive profile interview in the Atlantic magazine.
That interview with veteran journalist Jeffrey Goldberg
grabbed the most headlines. The
crown prince told Goldberg that
the Jewish people “have a right” to
a homeland and much of the media reported that this was a radical
new development.
In fact, Crown Prince Mohammed was stating what has been
a consistent Saudi position since
at least 2002, when the late Saudi
King Abdullah Al Saud presented
a peace plan that recognised Israel
inside the 1967 borders, a plan that
was approved by the Arab League.
Considerably less attention was
given to the fact that the crown

prince told Goldberg that the Palestinian people also deserve a
homeland.
In another headline-grabbing
comment, Crown Prince Mohammed told his “60 Minutes” interviewer Norah O’Donnell that Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei is “like Hitler” because
“he wants to expand. He wants to
create his own project in the Middle East very much like Hitler, who
wanted to expand at the time.”
Continuing, the crown prince
warned: “Many countries around
the world and in Europe did not
realise how dangerous Hitler was
until what happened, happened. I
don’t want to see the same events
happening in the Middle East.”

The “60 Minutes” interview was
recorded in Riyadh just prior to the
crown prince’s visit to the United
States.
Any comparison of a living political leader with the German Nazi
ruler is likely to raise eyebrows but
nothing in Crown Prince Mohammed’s remarks suggested he was
hinting that Khamenei had genocidal tendencies. It was clear to all
who read his words that the reference was to Iranian expansionism
and desire to dominate the region,
just as Germany had desired to
dominate Europe in the mid-20th
century.
Crown Prince Mohammed also
blamed the Iranian Revolution in
1979 for causing the spread of an

ultraconservative interpretation
of Islam, one that he is trying to
moderate and modernise inside
the kingdom.
One of the crown prince’s responses to a question from
O’Donnell received much less
attention than it should have.
When she asked whether women
were equal to men, Crown Prince
Mohammed responded without
hesitation: “Absolutely. We are all
human beings and there is no difference.”
Mark Habeeb is East-West Editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown
University in Washington.
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Eyes set on Iran ahead of Iraq elections
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

O

bservers are trying to
gauge the potential
influence Iran has in
Iraq’s May 12 parliamentary elections amid
reports that Tehran is losing clout
over Iraqi politicians.
In the 2010 national elections,
politicians such as current Iraqi
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi,
influential cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
and Islamist politician Ammar alHakim were viewed by many Iraqis
as representing the pro-Iran camp
in the country’s political map.
That wasn’t surprising as many
dominant Iraqi parties or politicians were based in or funded by
Iran when they were in exile during the rule of former President
Saddam Hussein.
Today, however, not only are
they seeking to present themselves
as Iraqi nationalists to appeal to a
cross-sectarian electorate as well
as to Shia voters who do not want
Tehran to have a say in Iraqi politics, these politicians are being accused by critics of belonging to the
anti-Iran camp. Some of their foes
have falsely accused them of being
in the pro-US or, more bizarrely,
pro-Saudi camp.
Many Shia voters who saw Iran
in a positive light during past elections are blaming Tehran for many
of Iraq’s woes since 2003.
This change of sentiment among
many Shia voters is likely why
some top Iraqi politicians have
rebranded themselves as patriotic
figures independent of Iran.
It must be noted that they did
not present themselves as foes of
Iran but as leaders aiming to steer
Iraq towards good ties with all its
neighbours and the international
community.
One notable example is Abadi’s
reiteration that Iraq won’t take

Viewpoint

Nazli Tarzi

T

he mention of the
notorious Abu Ghraib
prison brings up searing memories that
critics say mirror the
moral bankruptcy and
convulsive violence exercised by
local governments and interventionists in Iraq. Comparing today’s
context of torture, critics add, to
the decrepit and lurid acts that US
troops performed on Iraqi inmates
renders Abu Ghraib a breeze.
Four months following the Iraqi
government’s victory announcement against the Islamic State
(ISIS), prison cells and hovels are
filling fast with suspected ISIS
fighters, sympathisers and alleged
operatives whose fast-track death
sentences one month ahead of
elections are raising eyebrows.

Tehran’s shadow. Iraqi electoral commission employees update voting registries for the May 2018
parliamentary elections.
(AFP)
sides in the conflict between Saudi
Arabia and Iran. Sadr had suggested the same.
“Sadr, now 44, has taken another dramatic turn — reaching out to
powerful Sunni Muslim countries,
distancing himself from Iran and
effectively burning down his own
political movement,” wrote Jane
Arraf for npr.org
Nevertheless, a favourable view
of Tehran, which translates to
an invitation for Iran to meddle
in Iraq, exists among Iraqi politicians and voters. This is particularly the case in the Fatih electoral list, which is predominately
made up of former leaders of the
Iran-backed Popular Mobilisation

Forces (PMF). Reactions are mixed
towards the PMF. While some laud
it for its role in the fight against the
Islamic State (ISIS), others loathe
the group for alleged war crimes
and abuse of civilians.

The size of Iranian
influence would likely
depend on which
electoral alliances are
formed after election
results are known.

“The PMF will be a key player
in the political process and this
will give Iran a role and a word in
forming the government and in
choosing a prime minister,” Saleh
al-Mutlaq, a former deputy prime
minister, told the Associated Press.
Support for Iran is high in the
camp of Iraqi Vice-President Nuri
al-Maliki, who was Iraq’s prime
minister before Abadi. Iran also
enjoys strong ties with many top
Kurdish politicians in Iraq.
“Maliki is determined to prevent
Abadi from gaining a second term.
To block the prime minister, he has
staked out a position closer to Iran
and is seeking to ally with Iranbacked Shia groups,” Emma Sky

wrote in Foreign Affairs. “Maliki
appears to prefer to play the role of
kingmaker rather than assume the
premiership himself again.”
Critics accuse Iran of supporting
its loyalists to hold senior positions
in Iraq since 2003. At the same
time, Iran’s foes in Iraq have reportedly faced attacks and threats.
Iran’s apparent partial loss of
influence could explain why Tehran is reportedly seeking to funnel
funds to support its loyalists in the
Iraqi elections.
Last month, US Defence Secretary James Mattis, citing “worrisome evidence,” accused Iran of
funnelling “not an insignificant
amount of money” into Iraq to influence votes.
The Iraqi government denied
that Iranian money is being used to
influence elections in Iraq, branding such moves as unconstitutional.
“The government is taking great
efforts to hold free and fair elections and prevent the manipulation of election results,” government spokesman Saad al-Hadithi
told the AP.
The size of Iranian influence
would likely depend on which
electoral alliances are formed after
election results are known. A government that includes former PMF
leaders means that Tehran’s influence is back on the ascent.
“Abadi should merge the militias that helped vanquish [ISIS]
into Iraq’s regular security forces.
He should split the militiamen up
and pay them directly, not through
their leaders, in order to make
them loyal to the state,” wrote the
Economist.
While Tehran is likely to continue to influence politicians and
militiamen in Iraq, the degree of
that influence is at stake in May’s
elections.
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy Managing Editor and Online Editor of
The Arab Weekly.

Death sentences raise questions about Iraqi justice
Human rights organisations accuse Iraq of conducting sham trials
and accepting forced confessions
as evidence to demonstrate guilt in
Iraqi courts.
Damning evidence reported by
the Associated Press in the form
of spreadsheets that catalogue the
names of almost 28,000 terror suspects was used to calculate stupefying numbers of inmates held on
terror charges. The running total,
AP concluded, stands at 19,000 —
almost half of whom (8,861) were
arrested in 2013. Those assigned
the death sentence number about
3,000.
The intelligence arm of Iraq’s
Interior Ministry was mentioned
for detaining 11,000 suspects. The
depth of Iran’s reach into ministerial ranks, however, casts doubt on
the ministry’s judicial autonomy
and its foremost priority — hunting down “suspected” elements
belonging to the former Saddam
regime.
At the highest levels of power,
fast-tracked death sentences, enhanced interrogation and outright
barbarity in the form of torture
have been condoned as policies
necessary to rid Iraq from terrorism.
In 2007, British officers mistakenly stormed the office of an Iraqi
government intelligence agency,
uncovering 30 prisoners that, contrary to tip-offs, were not al-Qaeda
operatives and whose bodies bore
fresh markings of torture.
As a leading pro-death penalty
proponent, former Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki expressed great
outrage about the actions of the
British government but no remorse
over the dirty secret Britain’s raid
revealed.
AP’s findings, therefore, force
a re-examination of Iraq’s legal

proceedings and court verdicts,
among other problems, to smash
the wall of silence keeping international criticism of Iraq’s procedural
posture in handling political prisoners at bay.
Death sentences act as an expression of power, especially when built
around the normative judgments of
presiding judges, agents or secret
informants whose identities the
government claims to protect.
Among the tallest barriers in the
way of reform is the government’s
zero-tolerance strategy of officials
who oppose death sentences.
Coercive strategies by a coalition
of cross-party MPs in 2015 forced
Iraq’s acting President Fuad Masum
to renege on his refusal to ratify 100
death sentences in 2015.
Liberation has only amplified the
problem. Sweeping arrests have become particularly rife in areas freed
three years since the incursion of
the Islamic State (ISIS), Amnesty
International’s Iraq campaigner
and researcher Razaw Salihy said
by phone from Beirut, pointing to
a line of actors — Iraqi, Kurdish and
Popular Mobilisation Forces.
Quarantined prisoners are held
anywhere between “15 days to 3 or
5 months” and exceedingly high

We had people held on
death row in Nasiriyah
for 12 years and 8 years,
totally forgotten.

Amnesty International
Iraq campaigner and
researcher Razaw Salihy

numbers “were taken and never
seen again” Salihy said.
“We had people held on death
row in Nasiriyah for 12 years and 8
years, totally forgotten,” she said
with reference to the city’s infamous prison facility.
The picture that emerges is one of
legal indeterminacy over the status
and identity of those held captive.
The issue of disappeared persons, Salihy said, was a problem
that came up in almost every camp
across the nine governorates in
which Amnesty International conducted field research. The missing
are “usually of fighting age,” she
said, “as young as 13 in Nineveh and
some as young as 9 from Anbar.”
Salihy recalled accounts in which
families saw their men separated,
“marched away and fired at.”
It seems that what can be gleaned
from the AP’s report is an impartial
picture; obscured by the thousands
of men unaccounted for. True figures are expected to rival those AP
uncovered.
While the death penalty offers
a temporary fix from the government’s perspective, it does not ease
the problem of ballooning prison
populations that the government is
wrestling with.
“Access,” another problem Salihy
highlights, “is not granted [by the
federalist government] for terrorism-related offences” on the basis
that it “affects the integrity of the
investigation.”
Overcrowding, as Fadhel Gharwari, a member of Iraq’s parliament-appointed human rights commission, told AP, could be resolved
through the appointment of more
investigators. Lack of resources, as
Salihy has noted “is no excuse.”
As numbers swell, the trickier
control of large prison populations becomes, as the tale of Camp

Bucca that spawned the earliest
ISIS recruits lives to tell. Inmateled recruitment in that facility,
which housed upward of 20,000
detainees, was an outcome that was
detectable from the onset of their
incarceration. Many fear that conditions that allow for a repeat of those
mistakes are being nurtured by
incompetence and an over-reliance
on death penalties.
US Coast Guard LieutenantCommander Vasilios Tasikas wrote
in 2009 that “100,000 detainees
have passed through American-run
detention centres in Iraq since the
inception of the war” but lessons
are waiting to be learned.
In 2009, 14,000 detainees languished in US-managed prisons,
having fallen from 26,000 in 2007,
at the height of Iraq’s sectarian
conflict.
Like an infectious disease,
numbers rise. Pressure from bodies
such as Amnesty International has
shown promising results in which
prisoners who have not faced trial
were released.
Problems of torture, illegal
detention and extrajudicial killings
have been passed down from one
administration to another and
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has
demonstrated neither the will nor
ability to bring each to an end.
Reform, when promised but
unrealised, can be read as a cruel
joke to those who suffer directly
beneath it, when pro-death advocates remain undisputed wielders
of power.
Many say they are not asking for
leniency but are calling for justice
to be non-negotiable.
Nazli Tarzi is an independent
journalist, whose writings and films
focus on Iraq’s ancient history and
contemporary political scene.
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Urgent issues on
the agenda of next
Arab League sum mit

N

ext Sunday, April 15, Saudi Arabia
will host the 29th Arab League
summit, which has much to discuss.
As has happened with other Arab
League summits, this one’s date was
a matter of speculation. There were
rumours it might be postponed or cancelled
outright. Originally scheduled for late March, the
summit was confirmed for a date that would not
conflict with the Egyptian election.
This year’s summit also faced another scheduling stumbling block — Qatar’s participation.
Doha’s refusal to sever its questionable connections with radical Islamists and the Iranian
regime has strained its ties to many Arab countries, especially the Saudi-led quartet.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz ended all speculation when he
declared: “We will not accept any resolutions to
the crisis [with Qatar] outside an Arab or a Gulf
framework but that does not mean we will bar
Qatar from attending the upcoming Arab summit.”
Doha has been perpetuating the row with its
neighbours by seeking to build international
support rather than resolve matters regionally. Its
behaviour is part of a larger regional security
problem, one that deserves close examination by
Arab leaders.
The fate of the Arab world and its very cartography seem to be often shaped by non-Arab actors,
each working to its own agenda. There can be no
better illustration of this parlous state of affairs
than the recent Russian-Iranian-Turkish talks on
the future of Syria.
Arab leaders can hardly fail to note the particularly nefarious role played by Tehran and its
proxies in Syria, Yemen, Lebanon and Iraq. A
strong message from the summit would help
Tehran realise the Arab world is willing to stand
up to its aggressive agenda across the region.
The summit should overcome its divisions and
push for a fair and durable settlement of the
Palestinian issue. By means of its egregious
settlements policy, Israel is seeking to impose an
illegal status quo that irreversibly forecloses any
option of a fair solution. The Trump administration has yet to deliver anything tangible on its
promised “deal of the century.” Revisiting the
2002 Arab peace plan might be a vital objective
for the summit.
All across the Arab region, be it in Libya,
Yemen, Syria or Iraq, there is an urgent need to
end the state of war and strife. There is a need for
negotiated solutions that would pave the way for
reconstruction and development. That is the only
way forward for the Arab world.

The Middle East and
‘Day Zero’ on water

A

s the Middle East and North Africa
region prepares for the summer,
regular as the changing of seasons
comes the perennial worry — water
shortages.
The region is the most waterscarce in the world and has long had to reckon
with a shortage and portents of a permanent
crisis. Already, there is World Bank data showing
that more than half the people in the MENA
region live under conditions of “water stress”
— that is, demand outstrips supply. By 2050,
which is not that far away, regional population
growth will reduce water availability per capita
by half.
Add to this the drying effects of climate change
and continuing mismanagement of so precious a
resource as water and the stage seems set for an
intensely thirsty spell with no end in sight.
A recent report by the United Nations’ Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) highlighted the
links between water scarcity and human migration. The FAO report presented research, done
with the Global Water Partnership and Oregon
State University, that highlighted the precarious
situation of the water-stressed, warming Middle
East and the central Sahel.
By extrapolation, it raised the truly terrible
prospect of a mass exodus from the region. This
would mean the fragmentation of long-settled
communities and possible conflict as the MENA’s
thirsty, climate-change refugees move into
water-rich countries.
Governments in the MENA region need to look
at the example of South Africa. Drought-hit Cape
Town has been trying desperately to avoid “Day
Zero,” the point when the water level at dams falls
below the level that could supply taps. Residents
would have to queue at distribution points to
receive a daily quota of 25 litres per person.
Stringent rationing has pushed back Cape Town’s
“Day Zero” into next year but the impending
water crisis is still on Cape Town’s mind, as it
should be for the MENA region, too.
The hope is the Arab League summit will
prioritise water — its management and
conservation.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

Tough days ahead for the Palestinians

W

ho else but the Israelis are benefiting
from the turmoil
in the Middle East?
Nobody. In one day,
at least 17 Palestinians were killed by Israeli soldiers
shooting at Palestinian demonstrators
on the Gazan-Israeli border. The Palestinians were commemorating Land
Day and reminding an indifferent
world of their right of return to their
ancestral land. As usual, the world
just stood by as the drama unfolded.
Regardless of the circumstances of
the March 30 events, it is remarkable
how removed from the Palestinian
cause the world and the region have
become. Compare world reactions to
what the Israelis are doing to the
Palestinians with reactions to what
the Syrian regime is doing to the
Syrians or with what the sectarian
militias are doing to the Iraqis and
the extent of the world’s indifference
towards the Palestinians is apparent.
These days, a human tragedy is
unfolding in the Middle East.
Thousands of Ghouta inhabitants in
Syria are being forced out of their
homes and pushed towards other
Syrian cities, such as Idlib. The goal
is to cleanse the
area of Damascus of any Sunni
presence.
Something
similar has been
taking place in
Iraq. Under the
guise of the war
on the Islamic

Khairallah Khairallah
Unfortunately for the Palestinians, Israel’s mission is being
facilitated by developments in Syria and Iraq.
State (ISIS), the city of Mosul was the
victim of systematic destruction by
sectarian militias. ISIS was long gone
from the city but the destruction and
displacement campaign against
Mosul and its inhabitants continues.
I’m afraid the Palestinians will
have to face Israeli colonisation and
state terrorism alone. Israel’s plan is
clear. It wants to get rid of the Gaza
Strip once and for all so that it can
claim ownership of a large portion of
the West Bank, including East
Jerusalem.
Unfortunately for the Palestinians,
Israel’s mission is being facilitated by
developments in Syria and Iraq. How
else could we explain the international indifference towards Israel’s
crime on Land Day? In Syria, more
than 500,000 Syrians have been
killed since 2011, major Syrian cities
such as Homs, Hama and Aleppo
were half razed and the ethnic and
sectarian composition of Damascus
is being played with.
Similar things are happening in
Iraq even though no popular revolution has taken place there. Under the
pretext of cleaning up the remains of
Saddam Hussein’s regime, authorities ensured a demographic shift
took place in Baghdad and Basra. In
Mosul, a portion of the city has been
destroyed with no hope for its
inhabitants to ever return there.
Since 1967, when Hafez Assad
surrendered the Golan Heights to
Israel, the Syrian regime has never
stopped rendering valuable services
to Israel. In 1970, for example, the

A day to remember. Palestinians plant olive seedlings ahead of Land Day
near the border with Israel, east of Gaza City, on March 20.
(AFP)

Syrian regime flooded Lebanon
with Palestinian fighters who
had been expelled from Jordan
after their failed coup.
The late Jordanian Prince Zaid
ibn Shaker, who in 1970 was a
high-ranking officer in the
Jordanian Army, related how
Syrian authorities transferred the
Palestinians — one truckload
after another — to Lebanon. The
Palestinians did not spend one
night in Syria. Assad never
stopped playing with the Palestinians and their just cause. He
used them during Lebanon’s civil
war and opposed all serious
efforts to find a sensible solution
to their cause.
Today, services continue to be
rendered to Israel. The difference
is that Iran is on board. The
Iranian regime is the Syrian
regime’s partner in its crimes
against the Syrian people and has
been the main player in Iraq
since 2003. The main tool in its
arsenal is the creation of violent
sectarian militias, such as the
Popular Mobilisation Forces in
Iraq, which facilitate Israel’s
mission.
On Land Day, Israel justified
the actions of its snipers against
Palestinian protesters under the
pretext that the latter were trying
to cross into Israeli territory.
That was a good enough excuse
for the US administration not to
decry the blatant crime. With
Donald Trump in the White
House, Israel has nothing to fear,
not even international sanctions
and decisions.
If truth be told though, there is
a need for the Palestinians to
overhaul their political discourse. The Palestinian cause is
still important in the region but
there is a need to keep in mind
that a major upheaval has turned
the region on its head since 2003.
That upheaval was the US
occupation of Iraq and then the
handing of it over to Iran.
To describe in a few words the
events that transpired in the 15
years from April 9, 2003, to
March 30, 2018, would be to say
that Iran was not the only
country in the region to benefit
from Iraq’s death and Syria’s
crumbling. Israel is also free to
continue and multiply its crimes
in the region without fear of
accountability.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer.
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Can the Saudi crown prince pull off
his ambitious project against all odds?

S

audi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz gave himself
a mission shortly after
being named successor
to the Saudi throne. The
crown prince wants to modernise
Saudi Arabia, no small task in a
country where culture and tradition play important roles in people’s
lives.
The 32-year-old crown prince is
running the day-to-day affairs of
the kingdom, where King Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, his ailing
82-year-old father, appears to have
taken a back seat. Crown Prince
Mohammed’s intention is to bring
the desert kingdom more in line
with the modern world while
retaining local customs and
traditions.
The crown prince wants to
introduce social reforms, curb
religious extremism, give the
country’s women equal rights,
make Saudi Arabia more competitive in international business
markets, prepare the country for
the day when oil runs out and
reshape it to become a key player
in the next century.
A tall order? Yes, but that’s not
all.
Crown Prince Mohammed also
wants to address extremely
sensitive issues, such as allowing
Saudi women to travel alone
without a male relative. This
carries enormous repercussions in
Saudi Arabia where traditionalists
could argue that fathers and

Claude Salhani
If Crown Prince Mohammed gets all these reforms passed without too much delay,
he could rise to iconic stature in a region without many leaders.
husbands stand to lose the control
they have wielded over the family.
It is said that all change brings
conflict. Sometimes that conflict
comes with positive fallout. Other
times the conflict carries negative
repercussions. Regardless of
which side the crown prince rules
on, he will be upsetting very
prominent people, including members of powerful families and
traditionally supportive neighbours.
If Crown Prince Mohammed gets
all these reforms passed without
too much delay and if Saudi Arabia
becomes the shining light of the
Arab world, encouraging the rest
of it to follow its lead, he could rise
to iconic stature in a region
without many leaders.
The crown prince is aware that,
to get ahead in the business and
political fields, the support of the
United States is necessary. To that
end he embarked upon a 2-week
trek across the United States, going
from Washington to New York and
to the West Coast. A news release
from the Saudi Embassy in
Washington stated that Crown
Prince Mohammed wanted to
inform the American public that
his country supports the United
States.
Relations between the United
States and Saudi Arabia were
severely strained following the
9/11 terrorist attacks on New York
and the Pentagon. Fifteen of
the 19 hijackers who carried out
the attacks were Saudi, as was

al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden.
The crown prince wants to
inform Americans about his plans
for the future. He hopes he can
change the image that many
Americans have of his country.
All the changes the crown prince
wants to bring about and the
enemies he will create will seem
tame when compared to the
threats he is likely to receive from
some of the world’s most dangerous quarters.
Crown Prince Mohammed’s
agenda is at odds with that of
Iran’s mullah-led regime, which is
directly involved in Syria and is
perceived as a source of direct
threats by the Gulf region; Hamas,
the Palestinian Islamic resistance
movement that operates mainly in
the Gaza Strip; Hezbollah, the
pro-Iranian Shia movement in
Lebanon; al-Qaeda; and the
Islamic State. Yemen’s Houthis,
another Iran proxy, with whom
Saudi Arabia has been engaged in a
real war, can be included in that
list.
Those are all formidable enemies
to have. Putting aside that, threats
and all, the crown prince realises
he needs to do far more. Since
going to the United States, he has
been on an unprecedented charm
offensive. Political analysts who
follow Saudi Arabia say Crown
Prince Mohammed is working to
rebrand Saudi Arabia as a prime
site for investments and a source
of moderation.
Indeed, the crown prince is

projecting a new style of governing, moving away from the
stagnation that marked Saudi
Arabia for so long.
Crown Prince Mohammed
appears to be direct and to the
point and is not shying away from
accusing those who he feels
threaten his country and naming
them publicly, as is the case with
Iran.
While it may be refreshing to see
that kind of openness in governance, it comes with the condition
of possible negative reactions from
Iran, whose leader the crown
prince described as more dangerous than Hitler.
The crown prince is attempting
more than just rebranding Saudi
Arabia but is projecting a style of
government for the region. As
Riyadh prepares to host the Arab
summit, Crown Prince Mohammed
is preparing more than the
habitual lip service to unavoidable
issues in which host countries
usually engage. Indeed, this crown
prince is hinting that Saudi Arabia
is ready to lead the region towards
a sustainable peace in the Middle
East.
The crux of the matter will be a
fair settlement between the
Israelis and the Palestinians. It
remains to be seen if US President
Donald Trump can deliver on his
long-promised “deal of the
century.” Stay tuned.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.

Allah needs no armed militias bearing His name

A

llah has no need for
armies of violent,
mean and uncivilised
hordes to spread His
word and He certainly
does not need to
charge gangs of ignorant, illiterate
and dim-witted people to defend
Him and His Prophet. The only
thing these people are good at is
hiding behind His name while they
cheat and oppress.
No. Religion is not to hate and
resent bitterly nor is it to fanatically defend one’s view or belief. It
is not about growing a wild beard
or burning one’s forehead to show
one’s devoutness. It is not about
spreading fantasies, deifying the
dead or idolising tombs.

The first victims of
militias are often their
own people, who will
never again know the
meaning of peace or
security.

It breaks my heart and the
heart of any reasonable, fair,
peace-loving human to see these
self-appointed religious experts
form gangs, armies and militias
that they label with one of Allah’s
names, then go on rampages in
that name. They burn their opponents alive and without reason,
kidnap, cheat, lie, behead, rape
Muslim and Christian females and

Ibrahim Zobeidi
Defeating the Islamist armies and preserving the
institution of the state provide a better fate for Syria.
steal from private homes, banks
and other institutions.
It pains me more to know that
they name themselves God’s sign
or proof (ayatollah or hojatollah)
and God-appointed caretaker (waliyullah). The names they choose
for their factions, brigades and
parties, regardless of whether they
are Sunni or Shia, must in one way
or another indicate that they have
been licensed by the Almighty to
speak and act on His behalf.
What occasioned this diatribe
was news of Army of Islam factions having been driven out of
Eastern Ghouta by the Syrian
regime under the protection of the
Russian Army and with the help of
Iranian militias.
I believe that Bashar Assad, his
father before him, his brothers,
his Shabiha thugs and the rest of
his oppressive machine are all at
the top of the list of bloodthirsty
human predators. Their existence
shames not only Syria and the
Arabs but also Russia, Iran, China,
the United States, Europe and all
of humanity. Those who have tried
to overthrow him, fought him and
tried to take his place are no better
than the whole shebang and no
less savage or treacherous.
Our bitter experience in Iraq
has taught us that it is far better
to maintain a rotten dictatorship
but that is weakened, hated and
hounded by its own subjects from
inside and by its many enemies
from outside than to have in its
stead all of these criminal gangs
specialising in assassinations,
kidnappings, theft and smuggling
explosives and drugs or all of those
traitors working for this or that
country or for these or those intelligence services. All of them have

yet to show us a shred of evidence
of their patriotism or that they are
fighting for their people’s freedom,
dignity and security.
Let’s imagine for a moment that
the Army of Islam, al-Nusra Front,
al-Qaeda and the Islamic State
defeated Assad’s armies. Surely,
we would see the immediate rise
of a Nuri al-Maliki in Aleppo, a
Hadi al-Amiri in Hama, an Ammar
al-Hakim in Shaam, an Iyad Allawi
in Homs and an Osama al-Najafi in
Daraa. All of these “nice” people
and their respective parties and
militias would negotiate with each
other while at the same time car
bombing each other.
They would proceed to lay
their hands on the wealth of the
country and mark their territories
by militarily occupying this city
or that neighbourhood just as has
been going on for years in Libya,
Iraq, Yemen or Lebanon. The first
victims of these militias are often
their own people, who will never
again know the meaning of peace
or security.
Very soon the well will run dry
and smuggling weapons and drugs
will flourish. That’s when the poor,
worn-out citizens can kiss any
hope for a state of law and human
dignity goodbye.
I am by no means defending Assad nor am I clearing Russia, Iran,
Hezbollah and the Iraqi militias of
their crimes against humanity in
Syria. I will never do that.
But how can we choose between
two evils?
Defeating the Islamist armies
and preserving the institution of
the state, even with a ruffian such
as Assad at the helm, provide a
better fate for Syria because the
Syrians will preserve a glimpse of

hope that one day the interests and
positions of the superpowers will
converge to cause a change in the
country. Russia will have no choice
but to stop supporting a corrupt
regime that is hated by its people
and neighbours and Iran will not
be able to do a thing to stop the
regime change.
There is one more important difference between the Assad regime
and the Islamist hordes. Assad
does not pretend to be mandated
by Allah and is not conducting his
war against Syrian citizens in the
name of Allah and His Prophet,
which makes his defeat likely to
happen when conditions are ripe.
That won’t happen with the Islamist hordes.
Despite all the evil of Saddam
Hussein’s regime in Iraq, our people have always carried the hope
of being able to change it from
inside and without resorting to
foreign help and occupation. With
appropriate pressure from foreign friends and foes, the dictator
might have been persuaded to step
down, leaving functioning state
institutions protected by the army
and the police. Free and fair elections would have been possible
in Iraq and we would have been
spared the evil effects of this or
that militia or this or that fatwa or
this or that embassy.
To my Syrian brothers, I say do
not despair because the regime’s
army is back in Eastern Ghouta.
The opposition armies wouldn’t
have treated you any better. Look
instead at the silver lining behind
the cloud.
Ibrahim Zobeidi is an Iraqi
writer and US publisher of
The Arab Weekly.
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Morocco pressures UN on Polisario’s incursions
Saad Guerraoui

Laayoune

M

orocco
upped
its
rhetoric against the
United Nations for
“failing” to stop the
Polisario Front’s incursions into the UN-monitored
buffer zone on the Morocco-Mauritania border while the UN Security Council discussed a new
mandate for the UN Mission for
the Referendum in Western Sahara
(MINURSO).
Moroccan
Foreign
Minister
Nasser Bourita warned that Rabat
could act unilaterally if the United
Nations and Algeria fail to stop the
Polisario Front from carrying out incursions into the buffer zone.
“If the Security Council does
not assume its responsibilities,
Morocco will assume its own,”
Bourita said after a meeting with
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres.
Moroccan King Mohammed VI
expressed Rabat’s determined rejection of Polisario’s provocations
and incursions into the buffer zone
in a telephone conversation with
Guterres, Bourita said.
“Morocco will act firmly against
the provocations of the Polisario in
the region of Guerguerat and will
never allow any change in the status
of this area that is an integral part
of the national territory and has always experienced a Moroccan presence until 1991,” Bourita said.
Bourita criticised the UN mission for failing to keep the Polisario
Front out of the UN-controlled areas of Bir Lehlou and Tifariti.
“The UN response to the Polisario
provocations in the Guerguerat region was not strong enough to deter
the separatists,” he said.
Moroccan Ambassador to the
United Nations Omar Hilale said,
in a letter to the Security Council,
that Polisario separatists “turned
up in military vehicles and have set
up tents, dug a ditch and built constructions using sandbags” in the
north-eastern Western Sahara town
of Mahbes.
The United Nations denied Rabat’s claims that the separatists

Viewpoint

Michel Cousins

In Benghazi
and eastern
Libya at large,
Saadi Qaddafi
remains a figure
of contempt
and derision.

Provocations.
A Polisario
Front fighter
is seen on
the outskirts
of Tifariti in
the Western
Sahara. (Reuters)

entered the buffer zones. UN
spokesman Stephane Dujarric said
the MINURSO mission had not observed movement of military elements in the territory.
Moroccan Prime Minister Saad
Eddine El Othmani insisted that
Morocco had proof of the Polisario’s
incursions.
“We have evidence that Moroccan localities beyond the defence
apparatus have been taken over by
the separatists to install pseudo administrations. We will provide this
evidence in a timely manner,” said
Othmani. He added that nobody
has the right to touch a single inch
of the “Moroccan Sahara.”
Morocco’s warnings came as the
United Nations prepared a report on
whether to extend its 27-year-old
peacekeeping mission for the disputed territory.
Guterres urged that the Polisario
Front withdraw from Guerguerat
in the buffer zone in a report to the

Security Council. He called on Morocco to reconsider its refusal to
send an expert mission as part of
the UN effort to address the Guerguerat situation.
Morocco annexed Western Sahara
in 1975 and maintains it is an integral part of the kingdom. Algeriabacked Polisario Front began an
armed conflict with Morocco for an
independent state that lasted until the United Nations brokered a
ceasefire in 1991.
Rabat has proposed a form of
autonomy under Moroccan sovereignty for the territory. The

Rabat could act
unilaterally if the UN and
Algeria fail to stop the
Polisario Front from
carrying out incursions.

proposal was rejected by the Polisario Front, which insists on “the right
of the Sahrawi people to self-determination” in a UN-monitored vote.
Mountacir Zian, director-general
of the Mediterranean Company of
Analysis and Strategic Intelligence
in Rabat, said “the chances of a war
are slim but Morocco must be ready
for any likely scenario.”
“If we pause a moment to analyse the context in which Morocco
decided to threaten the Polisario
with armed conflict, we will realise
that the region is still far from the
brink of a new war over the Sahara,”
Samir Bennis, co-founder of Morocco World News, wrote in an opinion
piece.
The Polisario Front withdrew
from the Guerguerat area a year ago
on the eve of the Security Council’s
adoption of a resolution endorsing the new peace initiative and
renewing MINURSO’s mandate for
another year.

“Morocco has to be very firm to
stop these repeated incursions and
pressure the UN to adopt a tougher
resolution on the Polisario Front,”
said Zian.
France is to present a draft resolution on MINURSO and a vote is expected in late April.
Guterres said he was encouraged
by steps taken by his new personal
envoy for Western Sahara, Horst
Kohler, to relaunch talks that have
been stalled since 2012. Bourita said
in March that he had “fruitful” talks
with Kohler, who was appointed envoy in August, in Lisbon.
Koehler has met with King Mohammed VI, the presidents of Algeria and Mauritania, Polisario leaders
and African Union officials as part
of his tour to encourage a restart of
talks to end the 42-year-conflict.
Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.

Saadi Qaddafi’s surprising acquittal of murder charges

I

n March 2014, amid allegations that the Libyan government had paid several
million dollars to secure him,
Muammar Qaddafi’s footballing son, Saadi, was extradited
from Niger, where he had been in
exile since September 2011. He was
charged with ordering the killing
in 2005 of Bashir al-Rayani, the
coach of Tripoli’s Al-Ittihad football
team. It was claimed he organised
the killing after Rayani ridiculed his
football skills.
In a surprise verdict, Qaddafi was
acquitted of the murder charge,
although he was fined 500 dinars
($377) and given a 1-year suspended
prison sentence for possession
of alcohol. Rayani’s son said he
intends to appeal.
Saadi Qaddafi is the most senior
member of the Qaddafi regime
to be acquitted in a trial that was
marked by endless adjournments
and lasted almost four years. There
were accusations he was tortured
while in custody.
A video that emerged in August
2015 appeared to show Qaddafi
being beaten during interrogations.
Shortly afterwards, his jailers published a video of their own in which
Qaddafi denied any mistreatment,
although a month later, Sadiq
Assour, the head of investigations
at the Attorney General’s office,
ordered the arrest of three prison
guards. They apparently disappeared and nothing came of it.
The same day Qaddafi was
acquitted, Libya’s Presidency
Council’s foreign minister was in

Niger for a meeting that included
Chad and Sudan to promote dialogue with Libya and within Libya.
Meanwhile, Presidency Council
leader Fayez al-Sarraj was in Tripoli
talking to a delegation from the
International Federation of Football
(FIFA) about restarting international football matches in Libya
and support for the Libyan Football
Federation.
Football was the joy of Saadi
Qaddafi’s life and his position as
the dictator’s son allowed him to
revel in it. He was the regime’s Mr
Football — the only player whose
name was allowed to be mentioned. On television coverage of
matches, all other players were
referred to merely by their number.
As well as captain of Ahli Tripoli,
Ittihad’s arch-rival, Qaddafi was
captain of the Libyan national team
and president of the country’s
football federation even though
his talents — as Rayani supposedly
said — were questionable. In 2003,
Qaddafi signed to play for Italian
team Perugia in a deal allegedly
promoted by Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi. He played
in just one match, in 2004 against
Juventus, for 15 minutes. He moved
to Udinese Calcio, where he again
made just one appearance on the
pitch, also for just a few minutes.
He went to Sampdoria in 2006 but
did not play in any matches.
In Libya, Saadi and his father
jealously protected Saadi Qaddafi’s
pre-eminent status. In September
2000, they closed the rival Ahli
club in Benghazi and destroyed its

headquarters after its supporters
demonstrated against Saadi following a match that had been fixed
to ensure the Benghazi club was
relegated. Several supporters were
arrested and imprisoned.
In Benghazi and eastern Libya
at large, Saadi Qaddafi remains
a figure of contempt and derision. Questions are asked across
the country, though, whether his
acquittal was a political decision.
Certainly, Rayani’s son claims there
was enough evidence to convict.
It may be coincidence but, in late
March, Sarraj was reported to have
agreed with a senior adviser to Saif
al-Islam Qaddafi to drop all charges
against former regime officials.
There are unconfirmed reports of
the attorney general informing
Egyptian authorities that the office
was no longer seeking the extradition of Qaddafi officials in that
country.
The move is seen as part of Sarraj’s attempts to draw Qaddafi-era
officials to his side. In February,
he appointed top Qaddafi General Ahmed Aoun as his military
adviser.
Despite the verdict, Saadi
Qaddafi remains in custody. A
spokesman for the Tripoli Revolutionaries’ Brigade, which controls
the prison where Qaddafi is held,
said it was doing so “for his own
protection.”
Qaddafi, however, also faces
other charges. In September 2014,
Assour said they included accusations of financial corruption and
numerous allegations relating to

the 2011 revolution, such as incitement to kill and bringing in mercenaries from sub-Saharan Africa.
Qaddafi’s situation contrasts
with that of his older brother, Saif
al-Islam, who was sentenced to
death in 2015 along with Qaddafi’s
intelligence chief Abdullah Senussi
and seven other top members of
the Qaddafi regime.
In Saif’s case, the sentence was effectively in absentia in that he was
not in court in Tripoli but in Zintan,
held by the local militia that had
captured him in southern Libya in
late 2011 and that had refused to
hand him over. None of the sentences have been carried out. Last
June it was announced that Saif
al-Islam Qaddafi had been released
following a decision by the House
of Representatives to pardon him.
Since then there have been
reports of him being in the south,
in Bani Walid south-east of Tripoli
and the Wershifana district west
of the capital — areas that are still
significant centres of support for
the Qaddafi family. There were also
reports that he would make a public statement about his plans.
Other than a third-party statement last month that Saif al-Islam
Qaddafi planned to stand for president, there has been silence from
him and it is widely believed he
remains in Zintan. He is supposedly
free but closely guarded.
Saadi Qaddafi remains very much
a prisoner.
Michel Cousins is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly on Libyan issues.
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Will Sisi’s next four years usher in a
different era for Egypt’s political parties?
Ibrahim Ouf
Cairo

T

he re-election of Abdel Fattah al-Sisi as Egypt’s president raised fears about the
future of partisan politics
in the country. Criticisms
linger over the way that almost all
Egyptian members of parliament endorsed Sisi, which led to a tepid electoral competition.
“This is why there are expectations that the next four years will
not be different in any manner,” said
Hassan Nafaa, a political science professor at Cairo University. “A military
commander to the marrow of his
bones, Sisi does not like opposition
by nature.”
When Sisi stepped in to lead the
country in 2014, Egypt’s economic
and security conditions were deplorable. The streets were full of chaos,
the terrorist threat was at its highest
and Egypt was close to bankruptcy.
Sisi’s administration stabilised the
situation in many areas, including
the economy, national security and
foreign relations. However, challenges remain and perhaps the largest criticism has been a perceived
lack of openness to political opposition.
Seven months before Sisi became
president in June 2014, Cairo enforced the Protest and Peaceful Assembly Law, which required those
planning peaceful protests to first
seek approval from security agencies.
The law led to the jailing of many
political activists, including those
involved in the revolution that ousted longstanding President Hosni
Mubarak in 2011.
The Protest and Peaceful Assembly Law, along with the dominant
pro-Sisi media, ensured that Egypt’s
political opposition was unable to
gain ground.
“The political atmosphere prevalent nationwide does not encourage
political parties to have a presence
on the political stage,” said Sayed
Abdel A’al, president of the leftist
National Progressive Unionist Party.
“The political parties are not allowed
to organise events on the streets to
make people familiar with their programmes and they are banned from
campaigning in universities.”
There are more than 100 political parties in Egypt, the vast majority of which appeared after the antiMubarak uprising in 2011. Before the

Hopes and challenges. A man carries bread on his head near a banner for Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi from the campaign titled
“Alashan Tabneeha” (“So You Can Build It”) after election results in Cairo, on April 3. 						
uprising, political parties needed
to have a strong platform and to secure endorsement from thousands
of Egyptians before being licensed
by a government-run political party
committee.
After the revolution, most of the
restrictions were eased, encouraging
a huge number of the anti-Mubarak

Sisi is now facing calls to
allow more political
freedoms and partisan
politics, particularly as
Egypt’s constitution sets
a two-term limit on the
presidency.

revolution young people to form parties.
Egypt’s left-wing vote in particular
fragmented into a dozen nearly identical parties, many of which failed to
secure any presence in parliament or
in the country’s political consciousness.
Sisi has repeatedly called on political parties to form coalitions to secure
a stronger share of the vote.
Egypt’s 2015 legislative elections
saw a decline of party politics, with
more independent MPs elected than
MPs affiliated with political parties.
Most party MPs were affiliated with
parties that backed Sisi.
The only political party to field a
candidate this year against Sisi in the
presidential election was the centrist
El-Ghad Party, which does not have a
single representative in parliament.

Party Chairman Moussa Mostafa
Moussa had backed Sisi’s re-election
before entering the race himself. He
received less than 3% of the vote.
Before the election, Sisi confirmed
that he had appealed to Egypt’s political parties to field candidates against
him. “However, the political parties
are not ready,” he said in a presidential campaign documentary.
Sisi is now facing calls to allow
more political freedoms and partisan
politics, particularly as Egypt’s constitution sets a two-term limit on the
presidency.
Egypt’s political parties are already
looking ahead to the 2022 elections,
with Moussa confirming he plans to
run in the election. Al-Wafd party —
Egypt’s oldest political party — has
said that it would compete in the
next election. New party Chairman

(Reuters)

Bahaaeddin Abu Shoka said he hoped
to see stronger “multiparty politics”
over the next four years.
This would depend on the outlook
of the government, critics said. “Political parties cannot be strong if there
is not a will on the part of the government to make them so,” said A’al.
Tarek Fahmi, a political science
professor at Cairo University, described the condition of Egypt’s political life as “dangerous.”
“The political parties do not have
real programmes and have no competent politicians to lead Egypt in
the future,” Fahmi said. “This is why
there is a need for action on the part
of the president and on the part of the
political parties as well.”
Ibrahim Ouf is an Egyptian
journalist in Cairo.

Egypt has ambitious Sinai development plans but challenges abound
Amr Emam
Cairo

E

gypt announced an ambitious development plan
to transform the Sinai
Peninsula but many question the feasibility of the
project while the Egyptian military
battles Islamic State (ISIS) militants
who have turned the region into a
battleground.
The plan, unveiled by Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, seeks
to introduce huge agricultural, mining, industrial and tourist investments to Sinai.
“An investment map for Sinai is
in the making and it will primarily
seek to invite the attention of local
and international investors to the
huge opportunities present in this
part of Egypt,” said Hani Younis, the
spokesman for the Housing Ministry.
The ministry is responsible for
implementing Sinai’s development
plan, which will seek to modernise
the Sinai Peninsula, an area of more
than 60,000 sq.km, which has seen

little investment over the past decade. The Sinai Peninsula is home to
about 400,000 people, mostly Arab
Bedouins, who are for the most part
ambivalent towards the central government.
With large areas of the peninsula
lacking services and a security presence, it was relatively easy for ISIS
to establish a stronghold there.
The Egyptian Army began a major operation against the group in
early February but has encountered
difficulties.
Militants in the Sinai Peninsula began as home-grown groups
linked to the outlawed Muslim
Brotherhood or al-Qaeda. However,
ISIS quickly moved in after several
groups pledged allegiance to it and
foreign jihadists are flocking to the
peninsula following ISIS’s retreat in

Pro-government media
have been appealing to
the public to contribute
funds to the
development of Sinai.

Iraq and Syria.
An ISIS-claimed attack on Sinai’s
al-Rawda mosque in November
2017 killed more than 300 people,
one of the deadliest terrorist attacks
in the country’s history.
An Egyptian military operation
seeks to eradicate ISIS from all of
Egypt. If the operation is successful,
Cairo will seek to transform the Sinai Peninsula into a major economic
centre.
The development plan, the Housing Ministry said, aims to alter the
geography and demography of Sinai. The plan envisions the population of Sinai growing from 400,000
to 3 million within four years.
It also looks to change the central
and northern parts of Sinai — areas
with significant ISIS presence — into
massive agricultural, industrial and
mining production sites.
“The plan is easy to implement,
given the vast resources present
in Sinai,” said Yumn al-Hamaqi,
an economics professor at Cairo
University. “Most of Sinai’s land
is suitable for agriculture and the
peninsula is awash with mineral resources.”
Sisi said he hoped to complete

the plan by 2022, which would be
the end of his second term in office,
should he win re-election as expected this month. Sisi linked the security situation in the peninsula with
lack of development and called for
all Egyptians to work in “solidarity”
to back the project.
Financing is just one of the major
potential stumbling blocks, with the
development plan calling for $15.6
billion in investment.
While the United Arab Emirates,
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait have contributed unspecified funds for the
implementation of the plan, a large
portion of the budget remains outstanding. The remaining funds will
come, Sisi hopes, from donations
by Egypt’s business community and
citizens.
Pro-government media have been
appealing to the public to contribute
funds to the development of Sinai.
Security is another challenge,
analysts warned, as it would be impossible to initiate a major national
project while ISIS and other militant
groups operate from the territory.
“This is why security threats will
remain a challenge in the way of
developing this important territory

of Egypt,” said retired army General
Hossam Suweillam.
The expectation is that, even if
the army defeats ISIS in part of the
Sinai, the group would relocate to
the mountainous areas where it
would be very difficult to get its
fighters out. There is also a huge
network of tunnels between Sinai
and Gaza used by ISIS militants. The
tunnel network is also used by the
Gaza-ruling Hamas in smuggling in
essential goods and fuel.
Egypt has sought to mitigate the
use of tunnels by evacuating the
border strait with Gaza, demolishing hundreds of homes and destroying tunnels when they are
discovered. However, the tunnel
network will continue to be a threat
given its sophistication and the difficulty in uncovering all areas of
the network.
“It can take the troops a long time,
even after the end of the ongoing
operation, to trace and destroy all
the tunnels,” Suweillam said. “Until
then, these tunnels will continue to
be a menace to security in Sinai.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Lebanon
V iewpoint
Makram Rabah

Lebanon’s justice interrupted

L
Shaky ground. Israeli soldiers (top L) and UN peacekeepers (top R) look at Hezbollah supporters
attending a rally in the southern Lebanese village of Alma al-Shaab, last January. 		

(AFP)

Peace between Israel and
Hezbollah endures but
stakes of conflict are higher
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

I

n four months’ time — if the
current peace endures — Lebanon and Israel will mark 12
years of calm along their common border, the longest period
of stability since the mid-1960s.
Both Hezbollah and Israel have
spent those years preparing for the
possibility of another showdown
but the duration of the calm along
the border underlines the strength
of the mutual deterrence that has
arisen between them. Both Hezbollah and Israel know that the next
war will be many times more destructive than the one in 2006.

In southern Lebanon,
some are reassured by
the knowledge that
Hezbollah’s strength is
a deterrent against
Israel but Hezbollah is
taking nothing for
granted.

The expected damage and loss of
life Lebanon would suffer serves to
keep Hezbollah in check, refraining from overt activities that could
trigger an escalation. By the same
token, Israel knows that the level
of destruction in Israel would likely
be the heaviest since 1948 with just
about the entire country in lockdown for the duration of the war,
which could last many weeks. That
is a sobering reality for Israel’s political and military leaders if they are
mulling a unilateral strike against
Hezbollah.
“The feeling today is that because
Hezbollah is strong that’s why we
have not yet had a war,” said Hassan
Balhas, mukhtar in the southern
Lebanese village of Siddiqine. “If
Israel feels that we are weak, then
they will attack.”
However, that powerful mutual
deterrence, while strong, is being

challenged by developments that,
in the past year, have raised speculation that another war could be imminent.
First was the change of leadership in the United States and the
renewed hostile focus on Iran after
several years of relatively soft treatment by the Obama administration
during negotiations to reach a deal
over Tehran’s nuclear programme.
US President Donald Trump has
vowed to roll back Iranian influence across the Middle East and the
recent appointments of two Iran
hawks — Mike Pompeo and John
Bolton — as secretary of state and
national security adviser have hardened the anti-Iran animus in the
White House. On May 12, Trump is
expected to reveal whether he will
decertify the Iran nuclear deal. If
he ditches the agreement, it will
escalate a crisis between the United
States and Iran.
A second reason for the heightened war fears is that the civil
war component of the conflict in
Syria — President Bashar Assad
against an armed opposition determined to unseat him — is receding
as the former steadily grinds down
the latter.
This has led to a renewed focus
on the Israel-Hezbollah dynamic
after several years of it sitting on
the back-burner. The war in Syria
is far from over and appears to be
morphing into a more complex, less
predictable multinational struggle
involving the United States, Turkey,
Iran, Russia and Israel.
However, with Assad’s survival
seemingly assured, Hezbollah has
withdrawn some of its forces, including its elite Radwan Brigade,
from Syria and redeployed some of
them in southern Lebanon.
A third reason is that Syria, in the
past year, has been firing back at
breaches of its airspace by Israeli
jets on missions to attack suspected
Hezbollah targets, raising the risk of
an incident escalating into a series
of tit-for-tat strikes that could spiral
out of control.
This dynamic came close to realisation in February when an Iranian drone entered Israeli airspace
and was shot down. Israeli jets attacked the air base in central Syria
that launched the drone. One Israeli
F-16 was shot down by Syrian air

defences. The crew bailed out and
landed safely in Israel. If they had
landed in southern Lebanon and
been captured by Hezbollah, a major crisis could have unfolded.
Similarly, with the civil war fading in Syria, Iran appears to be looking to entrench itself in the country
for the long term, a development
that Israel has repeatedly declared
is a red line. Since September, the
Israelis have expanded their target
set in Syria from alleged Hezbollah
weapons caches or convoys to include facilities associated with Iran.
The Israelis have been warning
that Hezbollah has a production line
in Lebanon where missile components are being assembled and fitted with guidance systems. A priority for Hezbollah is to acquire more
accurate missiles to strike strategic
targets in the next war rather than
merely pepper Israeli territory with
unguided rockets as in the past.
Israel may have to choose whether to amend the existing “rules of
the game” and attack the facility
in Lebanon, assuming the Israelis
know where it is, and risk retaliation or ignore it and continue to enjoy the calm. Similarly, if the facility
is destroyed, Hezbollah would be
compelled to retaliate to preserve
the existing “balance of terror,”
which could trigger an unwanted
escalation.
In southern Lebanon, some are
reassured by the knowledge that
Hezbollah’s strength is a deterrent
against Israel but Hezbollah is taking nothing for granted.
“We are preparing ourselves mentally because we know the next war
will be completely different from
the past,” said a veteran local Hezbollah official in a southern Lebanese village close to the border with
Israel.
“In 2006, we were no more than
5,000 people. Now we are tens of
thousands and we have gained a lot
of experience from Syria. In 2006,
we could fire a missile into Israel
and put a hole in a wall. Next time,
just one of our missiles will bring
down three buildings.”
Nicholas Blanford is the author
of “Warriors of God: Inside
Hezbollah’s Thirty-Year Struggle
Against Israel” (Random House
2011).

ebanon has very few
good things going for it.
With a feeble economy
and an even weaker
state, many predict the
imminent collapse of
this once successful Middle Eastern democracy.
Despite this bleak outlook, many
Lebanese imprudently hope that
a few remaining institutions may
salvage and protect the state and
its constitution. Among these are
the Lebanese armed forces, with
its cross-sectarian composition,
and the judiciary, which has been
seen to defy and stand against the
country’s political elite.
This sliver of hope runs counter
to the reality in which those two
institutions operate, as the recent
strike of the Lebanese judiciary because of proposed cuts to salaries
and benefits reignited the debate
over its role and that of the ruling
political establishment.
The judiciary has seldom
resorted to a work stoppage to
make its voice heard or to improve
and reclaim the economic benefits extended to it. However, the
recent walkout, while ostensibly to
demand better pay and conditions,
was as much about safeguarding
the independence of the judiciary
from political meddling and the
biases of the sectarian system in
which it operates.
In theory, the Lebanese
Constitution, crafted in 1926 under
the French Mandate, prescribes
a strict Montesquieuian separation of powers, with the judiciary
enjoying equal privileges to the
legislative and executive branches
of government.
In theory, this concept, both
equally simple and complex,
allows the judiciary to dispense
justice without fear of economic or
political retribution and, more important, safeguards the concept of
checks and balances that stand as
a central pillar of any democracy.
In Lebanon, however, no traces
of such high-minded political
theory are to be found. Both other
branches of government treat the
judiciary as little more than an
ancillary tool to further their hold
on power.
For example, it is fairly common, if not par for the course, that
politicians will pick up the phone
to influence the deliberations of
a judge on any matter ranging
from a simple traffic violation to
first-degree murder. Previously
this cheeky meddling in the justice
system was dismissed as nothing
more than simple local political
folklore, which, irrespective of
whatever political pressures were
applied, did little to affect the outcome of any judicial decision.
However, that system can no
longer be said to exist, with the
judiciary subjugated by a greedy

political class bent on enhancing
its hold over the various resources
of the Lebanese state and its
economy. This hostile takeover
was made possible by the fact that,
since the assassination of former
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in
2005, much of the political power
in Lebanon has shifted almost
exclusively towards the executive
branch of government.
That makes for a bad situation. However, it’s exacerbated
by successive political crises that
engulfed the country as well as the
2-year impasse in which parliament was unable to agree on a
president and power was free to
flow upward without check.
One only needs to examine the
way the Minister of Justice Salim
Jreissati, addresses the judiciary
to understand how the executive
regards the tools of the state, seeing them as mere lackeys rather
than as fundamental aspects of a
sovereign constitutional body.
The Hariri cabinet’s suggestion
that the salaries and benefits of
the judiciary be reduced seems not
so much an austerity measure as
a reminder that the livelihoods of
the judiciary rest on the whims of
the ministers and their leadership.
That these proposed reductions
were defeated on the parliament
floor means little. Their spectre
and the message they carry lingers
on and will almost certainly be
redeployed to keep Lebanon’s
judges in check.
At the centre of the debate
over an independent and strong
judiciary lies the indisputable fact
that Lebanon’s sectarian political
system reduces the role of its 520
judges to little more than representatives of their own communities, tribes and political parties,
all of whom are reliant on the
patronage of their political masters
for advancement.
In practical terms, a judge’s
promotion to important and crucial positions is dictated by their
willingness in responding to the
requests and favours of their political patron, regardless of legality
or inconvenience caused.
At the Cedre conference, Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri
put forth a series of economic
reforms and anti-corruption measures, all geared towards avoiding
the eventual collapse of the Lebanese economy. Yet, as long as the
Lebanese judiciary is held hostage
by the political establishment and
the sectarian system it labours
under, Lebanon and its justice
system will remain, unfortunately,
interrupted.
Makram Rabah is a lecturer at
the American University of Beirut
and author of “A Campus at War:
Student Politics at the American
University of Beirut, 1967-1975.”

Putting its own house in order. The Martyrs’ Monument stands in
front of apartment buildings under construction in Beirut, on April 2.
(AP)
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Palestine Israel

Gaza deaths highlight urgency of Mideast peace
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

T

he killing of at least 17
Palestinians and wounding of hundreds more
during protests near
Gaza’s border with Israel
highlighted the urgent need for
a solution to the problems of the
Gaza Strip and the broader IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
The deaths resulted from Israeli
fire after thousands of Palestinians
marched near the border March 30
to mark Land Day. Protests are expected to last until May 15, the day
after Israeli independence that is
commemorated by Palestinians as
a day of catastrophe.
The Palestinian-Israeli conflict
dates to the founding of Israel but
tensions have grown since the
election of US President Donald
Trump, whose policies appear to
have worsened the dire humanitarian conditions in the Gaza Strip
and reduced the chance of a diplomatic breakthrough between the
two sides.

What makes Gaza such
a pressure cooker is not
just the humanitarian
crisis but that most of
its population descend
from Palestinian
refugees.
“The dangerous combination of
absence of political process, severe
restrictions Israel and Egypt place
on access and movement of people
and goods in and out of Gaza, intra-Palestinian rivalry and deterioration in humanitarian conditions
has previously led to three wars
between Israel and Hamas,” wrote

Shira Efron in an opinion article in
the website USnews.com.
“Today, the combined risk of
violence and pandemic makes this
small coastal enclave a ticking time
bomb and, while neither Israel nor
the United States has the solutions
to all of Gaza’s water and health
woes, the Trump administration’s
decision to withhold funding to
the UN Relief and Works Agency,
the UN fund that supports Palestinian refugees, could only worsen
the situation,” Efron said.
With Gaza’s conditions deteriorating for decades, such warning
signs have long been visible.
“We’ve been hearing about the
imminent collapse of Gaza’s drinking water, sewage, health and electricity systems since the outbreak
of the second intifada 18 years
ago,” wrote Shir Hever in an article
for 972mag.com.
In an opinion piece for the New
York Times, Gaza-based writer
Rawan Yaghi said the march was
an attempt to draw attention to the
conditions of the tiny Palestinian
territory. “Once again, Gaza the Injured has come out to protest and
to scream for life,” she wrote.
Israel blamed Hamas for promoting what it called “dangerous” border protests. Analysts noted that,
while Hamas did voice support for
the demonstrations, it did not represent the entire movement.
“Hamas is not Gaza and Gaza is
not Hamas,” wrote Marilyn Garson in Haaretz. “Civilian Gazans’
willingness to walk to that fence is
not a measure of their support for
Hamas. It measures their yearning
to express themselves as humans
and claim their freedom, even at
immediate risk.”
Anshel Pfeffer, a Haaretz correspondent, suggested that, by ignoring the plight of Palestinians in
Gaza, Israel is handing a “victory”
to Hamas.
“The Hamas leadership will
never say so publicly but it realises it has lost every single round
since the bloody coup in which

Never downhearted. Palestinians carry an older man waving a national flag during a protest near the
border with Israel, on March 30. 								
(AFP)
it took over Gaza in 2007,” wrote
Pfeffer. “With no forward thinking
on Gaza’s future, Israel’s leadership is squandering Israel’s victory
over Hamas and giving it the opportunity to win the next round.”
The Palestinian deaths prompted strong condemnation of Israel
by human rights groups, Arab
countries, the international community — with the exception of the
United States — and the Palestinian
Authority, an arch-foe of Hamas
and until 2014, Israel’s peace negotiations partner.
UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres and the European Union
said there should be an independent investigation but Israel rejected the calls and vowed a tough

response to the protests. An escalation could bring unintended
consequences.
“Three senior Hamas officials
said the group wants to avoid another devastating war with Israel
but border tensions could quickly
escalate — especially if Israel makes
good on threats to target Hamas
positions deeper inside Gaza unless the protests stop,” read a report by the Associated Press.
What makes Gaza such a pressure cooker is not just the humanitarian crisis but that most of its
population descend from Palestinian refugees. Without a political solution to their longstanding
grievances, including the issue
of Palestinians’ right of return,

tensions are likely to continue.
“Diplomats all over the world
might shrug away the right of
return as a right that cannot be
exercised. Yet for the people on
the ground, addressing the injustices of 1948 remains at the heart
of their quest for freedom, justice
and equality,” wrote Tareq Baconi
in the Guardian.
While the recent protests and
their fallout reflect the growing need for a resumption of the
peace process, it is unclear when
and if that will happen. Following
Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem
as Israel’s capital in December, any
Palestinian-Israeli peace talks with
US mediation appear to be a ways
away.

Israeli U-turn on migrants deal prolongs African agony
The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

srael’s decision to cancel a
deal with the United Nations
to resettle thousands of African migrants and refugees
in Western countries has
thrown the fate of the country’s
unwelcome visitors into jeopardy.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu announced April 2
that Israel agreed to an arrangement with the United Nations that
would result in approximately
16,000 migrants being resettled in
Western countries, with the same
number granted temporary right
to stay in Israel.
Within hours of the announcement, however, Netanyahu said
he would shelf the deal. He cancelled it altogether the next day.
Netanyahu’s stunning reversal was the latest twist in an approach to immigration policy that
has careened from detentions to
deportations as Israel struggles to
deal with its migrant and refugee
community.
The scrapping of the UN deal,
which had been put forward to stop
the deportation of thousands of
migrants, means the African migrants must wait for Israel’s next
decree to know their fate.
Netanyahu, who initially described the deal as “a good agreement” that “enables us to solve
this problem,” was thought to
have backtracked after hard-line
members of his coalition campaigned against keeping African
migrants in the country.
“After I weighed the pros and

cons, I decided to cancel the
agreement,” Netanyahu said. “We
will continue to work determinedly to exhaust all the options at our
disposal to remove the infiltrators.”
The Africans, mostly from Eritrea and Sudan, began arriving in
Israel in 2005 through its porous
border with Egypt after Egyptian
forces violently quashed a refugee
demonstration and word spread
of safety and job opportunities in
Israel. Tens of thousands crossed
the desert border, often after enduring dangerous journeys, before Israel completed a barrier in
2012 that stopped the influx.
Since then, Israel has wrestled
over how to cope with those in
the country. Many took menial
jobs in hotels and restaurants and
thousands settled in southern Tel
Aviv, where Israeli residents complained of rising crime.
The presence of the primarily
African migrants in Israel has become a key political issue.
Hawkish Israeli politicians labelled them infiltrators, with one
calling them “a cancer” threatening the country’s Jewish character. Israel went from detaining
them in remote desert prisons to
purportedly reaching a deal with
a third country, believed to be
Rwanda, to have them deported.
Each of these policies came with
legal challenges, however, and the
UN deal offered a needed solution
to the divisive issue.
Critics at home and in the Jewish-American community said the
Israeli government’s plan to deport the migrants to a third country was unethical and would stain

Uncertain future. Illegal African immigrants sit in the street in the
southern district of Tel Aviv, on April 5.
(AFP)
Israel’s image as a refuge for Jewish migrants. Groups of Israeli
doctors, academics, Holocaust
survivors, rabbis, poets and pilots
appealed to halt the plan.
Israel considers the majority of
the migrants to be jobseekers and
says it has no legal obligation to
keep them. Many of the Africans
say they are asylum-seekers who
fled for their lives and face renewed danger if they return.
Dror Sadot, spokeswoman for
the Hotline for Refugees and Migrants advocacy group, said the
fate of the asylum-seekers remains unclear since Netanyahu

has yet to come up with an alternative policy.
“Of course we will continue
our struggle and consider all our
legal options until every last asylum-seeker gets the status they

The scrapping of the
UN deal means the
African migrants
must wait for Israel’s
next decree to know
their fate.

deserve,” she told the Associated
Press.
After the cancellation of the
deal, hundreds of demonstrators
took to the streets in protest, with
some carrying banners reading
“Stop the expulsion.”
Eritrean Muluebrhan Ghebrihiwet, 27, one of the demonstrators
who has been in Israel for almost
seven years and who was released
from detention in March, said Israel’s government was playing
mind games with the migrants.
“We are grateful to the Israeli
public for their support but the
government has waged a psychological war against us and they
have done so because of politics
but we are refugees, human beings and we demand that they
stop,” he told Reuters.
Following the collapse of the
deal, Israel released from detention 58 African migrants who
had been awaiting deportation
in Saharonim in the south of the
country. They boarded buses to
Tel Aviv. They were freed because
the state could not give assurances to the Supreme Court that it
had found a safe haven for them
abroad.
“I have been detained for six
months and at lunch time today
the police came and told me I
was being released. I don’t know
where I’ll go yet,” Musia Bara from
Eritrea told Israel’s Channel 1.
About 200 additional migrants
who are being held at the Saharonim detention centre are expected to be freed.
The Arab Weekly staff and news
agencies.
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At crucial juncture. Arab officials
attend an emergency meeting at
the Arab League headquarters in
Cairo, on April 3.
(AP)

Preparations for Arab summit under
way to face challenging regional issues
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

I

ran’s growing and destabilising influence, Qatar’s intransigence and Arab action on the
Israeli-Palestinian issue are
expected to dominate discussions at the 29th Arab League summit, scheduled for April 15 in Saudi
Arabia, analysts said.
“Formulating a unified Arab
stance against Iranian interference
in the region is a matter that cannot
be delayed,” said Saudi writer Abdulhadi al-Sulami. “Iran’s growing
influence in the region poses extreme danger to the security of its
countries.”
The summit had been scheduled
for late March but was postponed
so as not to interfere with Egypt’s
presidential elections.
The region has gone through major changes since the Arab League
summit last year. Foremost is the
increasing concern in Arab capitals
about the threat posed by Tehran’s

interference in regional matters.
Saudi Arabia expressed alarm
after Iran-backed Yemeni Houthi
rebels escalated missile attacks on
the country. Riyadh says Iran supplied the Houthis with the missiles. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz has
described such support as “direct
military action” that “may be considered an act of war.”
The Houthi missiles are also
a threat to ships in the Bab el
Mandeb Strait and some Houthi
leaders have called for targeting
Khartoum in retaliation for Sudan’s
participation in the Saudi-led coalition backing internationally recognised Yemeni President Abd Rabbo
Mansour Hadi against the rebels.
Crown Prince Mohammed, in an
interview with the Atlantic magazine, compared Iranian Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
with Hitler but stressed that Riyadh
would prefer to avoid war. “The supreme leader is trying to conquer
the world. He believes he owns the
world,” the crown prince said.
Arab leaders at the summit will

also deal with the Israeli-Palestinian issue, particularly after US President Donald Trump recognised Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.
“The Palestinian cause is a central one for almost all Arab countries and for the Arab League itself,” said Arab League spokesman
Mahmoud Afifi. “This is something
that will not change, regardless of
all difficulties.”
The Palestinian-Israeli peace process remains deadlocked and what
appeared to be a Hamas-Fatah reconciliation last October is under
threat.
The
Trump
administration
claimed to have formulated a

Delegates at the Arab
summit are expected to
officially reject the
United States’
recognition of Jerusalem
as the capital of Israel.

new plan for peace between the
Israelis and the Palestinians but
details remain scarce. Palestinians
view East Jerusalem as the capital
of a future Palestinian state and
expressed major disappointment
over Trump’s decision to move the
US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.
Afifi said delegates at the Arab
summit would officially reject the
United States’ recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.
“The Arabs have their own peace
initiative, which they proposed in
2002,” Afifi said. “Arab states are
still committed to the initiative.”
He said summit participants
agreed to counter Israel’s attempt
to win a UN Security Council seat in
elections in June at the UN General
Assembly.
The deadlock over Qatar’s alleged
financing of terrorism is expected
to be a major issue at the summit.
Last June, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Bahrain cut trade and diplomatic ties
with Doha after accusing Qatar of
supporting terrorist groups.

The so-called Arab quartet sent a
list of 13 demands for Qatar to meet
to end the crisis. They included
Qatar cutting back diplomatic ties
with Tehran, severing all ties with
the Muslim Brotherhood and shuttering Al Jazeera. Doha refused.
During a meeting between Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
and UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed in March, Cairo
and Abu Dhabi reiterated that they
stood by the 13 demands.
Analysts warned of the repercussions of failing to return Qatar into
the Arab fold, particularly given
efforts to formulate a broad Arab
stance to protect regional security.
“By sponsoring terrorist organisations, Qatar jeopardises Arab security,” said Saad al-Zunt, the head
of Egypt’s Political and Strategic
Studies Centre. “This is why the
Arabs are badly in need of stopping
Doha and reaching agreement on
this issue during the summit when
top Arab policymakers are present.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.

In line with 2002 initiative, Saudi Arabia calls for Arab-Israeli settlement
The Arab Weekly staff

London

S

audi Arabia appears to be
laying the groundwork for
another attempt to kickstart the Arab-Israeli peace
process, with the kingdom’s
powerful crown prince stating that
both Palestinians and Israelis deserve their own land.
“I believe that each people, anywhere, has a right to live in their
peaceful nation,” Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz told the Atlantic magazine.
“I believe the Palestinians and
the Israelis have the right to have
their own land but we have to have
a peace agreement to assure the
stability for everyone and to have
normal relations,” the crown prince
added.
Crown Prince Mohammed was
basically restating the main terms
of the 2002 Arab Peace Initiative,

the brainchild of the late Saudi King
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al Saud,
then crown prince.
The plan, first mentioned during an interview with the New York
Times columnist Thomas Friedman, was formally announced at an
Arab League Summit in March 2002
and dubbed the Beirut declaration.
It was re-endorsed during an Arab
League meeting in 2007.
The initiative calls for a two-state
solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict and the normalisation of
ties between 57 Arab and Islamic
countries and Israel. The plan is
predicated on Israel withdrawing
from Arab lands occupied during
the 1967 war, as well as a just settlement to the Palestinian refugee issue based on UN General Assembly
Resolution 194.
Crown Prince Mohammed told
the Atlantic that Saudi Arabia had
“religious concerns about the fate
of the holy mosque in Jerusalem
and about the rights of the Palestinian people” but stressed that
the kingdom did not have “any

objection against any other people.”
While the crown prince’s statements recognising the rights of
Palestinians and Israelis to “their
own land” drew international media attention, recognising Israel’s
right to exist is not a novel notion
in the Middle East. Several Arab
leaders have done so, including the
late Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, whose country maintains relations with Israel, as well as Jordan’s
King Abdullah II and his father before him, not to mention the late
Yasser Arafat, former chairman of

With Trump having
stated that the issue of
Jerusalem is off the
table, it remains to be
seen whether the
kingdom can change his
stance on the city.

the Palestine Liberation Organisation and the movement’s spiritual
godfather.
During the interview with the
Atlantic, Crown Prince Mohammed
dispelled misconceptions about
anti-Semitism in the kingdom,
stressing that his country has no
issue with followers of the Jewish
faith.
“Our country doesn’t have a
problem with Jews. Our Prophet
Mohammad married a Jewish
woman. Not just a friend — he married her. Our Prophet, his neighbours were Jewish,” Crown Prince
Mohammed said.
“You will find a lot of Jews in
Saudi Arabia coming from America, coming from Europe. There are
no problems between Christians
and Muslims and Jews.”
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud, speaking by telephone
April 3 with US President Donald
Trump, “emphasised the necessity
of moving the peace process” forward, a statement carried by the
Saudi Press Agency said.

The king also stressed the kingdom’s firm position on behalf of the
Palestinian cause and the Palestinian people’s legitimate right to establish an independent state with
Jerusalem as its capital.
“The kingdom has called for a political solution to resolve regional
crises, foremost of which is the Palestinian issue and the restoration of
the Palestinian people’s legitimate
rights, including the right to establish their independent state with
East Jerusalem as its capital,” King
Salman said in a speech to Saudi
Arabia’s Consultative Council.
However, with Trump having
publicly stated that the issue of Jerusalem is off the table, it remains
to be seen whether the kingdom
and its allies can change his stance
on the city.
In a speech to the United Nations
in February, Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas dismissed the
United States as a credible Mideast
mediator and called for an international conference to address the
peace process.
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When Hamza bin
Laden stumbles and
falls in line with Iran

S

ince the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
was signed between Iran
and the United States,
the United Kingdom,
France, China, Russia
and Germany, resulting in an influx of cash for the clerical regime,
Iran has grown more emboldened
than ever, conducting increasingly
aggressive activities to expand its
influence.
In particular, Iran has ramped
up its support for terrorism. While
many are aware of Iran’s meddling in Bahrain, Yemen, Lebanon,
Syria and Iraq, few are familiar
with Tehran’s indirect support for
al-Qaeda, which, though well-documented, is rarely mentioned.
In a March 31 video released by
al-Qaeda’s As-Sahab Foundation,
Hamza bin Laden, son of al-Qaeda
founder Osama bin Laden and heir
apparent to al-Qaeda’s leadership, resurfaced with a message
for would-be jihadists around the
world.
Re-emerging as one of the leaders of al-Qaeda, bin Laden said
in the message that the best way
to contain Iranian threats to the
region is to overthrow the Saudi
monarchy. He uses anti-Shia sentiment to rally support including
inside Saudi Arabia, for the jihadists’ aims.
The message, which first seems
to signal antipathy towards Iran, is
a covert attempt to assist Tehran
at a sensitive time.
Ironically, bin Laden is saying
that greater instability and terror
in the Arab region will contain
Iran. This is nothing but a ludicrous attempt to mask al-Qaeda’s
unholy alliance with Tehran,
which has an expansionist agenda
it aims to embolden and empower.
The timing of bin Laden’s
message is relevant. By issuing
his remarks during Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz’s visit to the United
States, bin Laden made a desperate attempt to thwart the blooming alliance between Washington
and Riyadh.
This again highlights Iran and
al-Qaeda’s shared goals: stirring
instability, dividing nations and
threatening alliances that counter
their aims.
This love affair between Iran
and al-Qaeda is nothing new.
In a March interview with CBS
News’ “60 Minutes,” Crown Prince
Mohammed noted that “many
al-Qaeda operatives are protected
in Iran and it refuses to surrender

Global outreach. A file picture
of Chiheb Esseghaier, one
of two suspects accused of
plotting with al-Qaeda in Iran
to derail a train in Canada. (AP)

them to justice and continues to
refuse to extradite them to the
United States.”
“This includes the son of Osama
bin Laden, the new leader of alQaeda. He lives in Iran and works
out of Iran. He is supported by
Iran,” the crown prince said.
Bin Laden’s son, Hamza, lived
in Iran for years after the 9/11
attacks, even marrying there, the
Long War Journal stated. After
being released from Iran in 2010,
Hamza bin Laden moved to northern Pakistan, where he received
ideological training with the help
of the Taliban.
Hamza bin Laden’s whereabouts
are unknown but it is possible he
has continued to return to Iran
over the years.
The murky relations between
Iran and al-Qaeda were acknowledged by Osama bin Laden, who,
in a 2007 document, referred to
Iran as al-Qaeda’s “main artery for
funds, personnel and communication.”
There are geographical, political and historical reasons for the
unlikely alliance between the
Sunni terror organisation and the
expansionist Shia entity.
In terms of geography, Iran
shares a border with Baluchistan,
Pakistan, near where many alQaeda fighters and bin Laden family members previously hid.
It is believed that a “reformed
al-Qaeda,” which aims to present itself as more restrained, is
looking to Hezbollah and Iran’s alQuds Force as models to replicate.
While many dismissed any
connection between Iran and alQaeda as exaggerated, evidence
revealed by the administration
of former US President Barack
Obama proved otherwise.
In a July 2017 report, the US
State Department said: “Since
at least 2009, Iran has allowed
(al-Qaeda) facilitators to operate a
core facilitation pipeline through
the country, enabling (al-Qaeda) to
move funds and fighters to South
Asia and Syria.”
In addition, the US Treasury
Department in 2011 designated six
al-Qaeda members working for
Ezedin Abdel Aziz Khalil, a prominent Iran-based al-Qaeda facilitator, as terrorists. The network was
“operating under an agreement
between the terrorist group and
the Iranian regime,” the Treasury
Department said.
Then in July 2016, it sanctioned
three senior al-Qaeda leaders
“located in Iran.” One of them was
Faisal Jassim Mohammed al-Amri
al-Khalidi (aka Abu Hamza), who
served as al-Qaeda’s military commission chief, meaning he was one
of the most important figures in
the group’s international network.
The Iran-al-Qaeda connection
is strategic for both Tehran and
the jihadists. They each see the
United States and Saudi Arabia as
enemies trying to clip their wings
and undermine their agendas.
This means that strengthening the military, economic and
diplomatic power of the anti-Iran
alliance must go hand in hand
with global efforts to combat
terrorism in the Arab region and
beyond. Efforts to ensure stability
and preserve global security have
a greater chance of success when
the threats are dealt with firmly
and together.
Iman Zayat is the Managing
Editor of The Arab Weekly.

Spectre of proliferation. A file picture shows Iranian technicians in a control room at the Uranium
Conversion Facility in Isfahan.								
(Reuters)

A nuclear-armed
Iran will force Saudi
Arabia to ‘follow suit’

Sabahat Khan

Dubai

I

n an interview with CBS News’
“60 Minutes” aired during
his tour of the United States,
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
warned of the prospect of a nuclear
arms race in the Middle East. “Saudi Arabia does not want to acquire
any nuclear bomb but, without a
doubt, if Iran developed a nuclear
bomb, we will follow suit as soon
as possible,” Crown Prince Mohammed declared.
Such comments are far from
new. Many senior Saudi officials
and commentators have expressed
the same sentiments privately to
Western diplomats and publicly in
recent years.
The Iran nuclear deal aimed to
verifiably cap the suspected military dimensions of Iran’s nuclear
programme but the future of that
agreement seems increasingly uncertain under the administration of
US President Donald Trump.
The Iran nuclear deal of course
only addressed one aspect of Iran’s
military capabilities and activities
that troubled its detractors. Other
areas, especially its use of regional
proxies and its ballistic missile programme, advance unimpeded.
The Trump administration wants
to “fix” the nuclear deal with Iran
in areas critics say it is too weak
but also wants to force Iran to rein
in activities and behaviour seen
as destabilising to the region. As
it stands, everything is on the line
and, despite the different positions
of other signatories on the Iran nuclear deal, there are few guarantees
to hold it together.
For Riyadh, the scenario of a
nuclear-armed Iran has always
been viewed as an unprecedented
strategic threat that will lead to assured Iranian regional hegemony,

creating widespread instability and
conflict in the process. For Saudi
Arabia, only a nuclear deterrent
will be able to balance the likely
ambitions of a nuclear-armed Iran.
A jeopardised nuclear deal once
again raises the spectre of Iran pursuing nuclear weapons capability.
Saudi Arabia has plans to build 16
nuclear power plants over the next
two decades to generate cheap
electricity and power the country’s
economic transformation. Riyadh
is reportedly pressing the United
States on the right to enrich uranium in return for massive contracts
in its nuclear power programme.
The right to enrich uranium is seen
as an important concession for the
Saudis to preserve future options
in the event of a dramatic nuclear
breakout by Iran.

For Riyadh, the scenario
of a nuclear-armed Iran
has always been viewed
as an unprecedented
strategic threat.
Experts acknowledge that mastering nuclear technology is a process that cannot take place overnight. The Iranians, for example,
began their nuclear engineering efforts in the 1950s. Then, the weaponisation of nuclear materials is a
separate and highly complex effort
in its own right. Most crucially,
there is little reason to suggest the
United States is likely to depart
from its traditionally stringent positions to nuclear weapons proliferation.
For the foreseeable future, it is
highly unlikely the United States
would tolerate a nuclear weapons
programme, even by its allies, let
alone become party to the effort.
In the Middle East, the Israeli factor places the scenario of a Saudi

nuclear weapons programme almost completely beyond the realm
of acceptability for the Americans.
Any potential Saudi effort to develop nuclear weapons is likely to
be met with US efforts against it.
What the United States could become open to in the event of an
Iranian nuclear breakout, however,
is providing extended deterrence
to Arab Gulf allies, such as Saudi
Arabia, in a strategy reminiscent of
Cold War tactics.
That would ostensibly posit
Iran as an American guarantee
for a response in kind if it were
to use or threaten the use of nuclear weapons against its US-allied
neighbours. Even today, such arrangements are not unusual for
the United States, which keeps
upward of 100 nuclear bombs at
NATO bases in Belgium, Germany,
the Netherlands and Italy. Incirlik
Air Base in Turkey hosts dozens of
American nuclear weapons that are
designed to be delivered by US and
Turkish F-16s.
Still, the Arab Gulf is an altogether new context as far as American
extended deterrence is concerned.
Short of a codified alliance such
as NATO, US extended deterrence
may only work as a short-term solution, if at all, for the Saudis in the
shadow of a nuclear-armed Iran.
Ultimately, Riyadh could only
feel fully secure with a nucleardeterrent that was integrated into
its own command and control network and to which it has genuine
ownership.
That is why the crown prince’s
comments on nuclear weapons,
like those of many Saudis in the
past decade, are not so much an ultimatum but a reminder of the undesirable and unpredictable consequences that will logically follow in
the event of a nuclear-armed Iran.
Sabahat Khan is a senior analyst at
the Institute for Near East and Gulf
Military Analysis (INEGMA).
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Spotlight

Re-elected, Sisi expected to continue
campaign against Muslim Brotherhood
Amr Emam

Cairo

I

n an address to the nation
following official confirmation of his re-election victory,
Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi vowed to bridge
gaps between social groups in the
country.
“I promise to be president for all
Egyptians, both those who voted
for me and those who did not,”
Sisi said.
Official election results showed
Sisi won re-election with 97% of
the vote, a similar share of the
vote to his 2014 election victory.
However, experts said that there
was sufficient reason to assume
that Sisi’s pledge would not include the country’s Islamists and
specifically the Muslim Brotherhood, which has been designated
as a terrorist organisation.
“Sisi knows that he only has
four more years in the presidency,” said Ahmed Ban, a researcher
on political Islam. “He will do everything possible to finish off the
Muslim Brotherhood, in particular, and political Islam, in general,
before the end of his term.”
Sisi has been waging a war
against the Muslim Brotherhood
since he became president in
2014, viewing the Brotherhood
as being behind terrorist groups
such as the Hasm Movement.
Cairo’s crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood included the jailing of its most senior leadership.
Many Brotherhood figures fled

Book Review

Francis Ghilès

M

artyn Frampton’s elegant and
timely account of
Western “enmity
and engagement”
with the Muslim
Brotherhood over the last 80 years
offers a thought-provoking explanation of political Islamism within
the context of the region’s broader
history.
Frampton’s “The Muslim Brotherhood and the West: A History of
Enmity and Engagement” (Belknap
Press) focuses on Egypt, the birthplace of the Brotherhood in 1928,
and Anglo-Saxon engagement with
the Muslim Brotherhood. It is essential reading for those seeking to
understand the broader history of
relations between the Arab world
and the West over nearly 100 years.
The picture that emerges is layered yet curiously opaque, a reflection of the Muslim Brotherhood’s
built-in ambivalence towards the
exercise of power. Its founder,
Hassan al-Banna described it
as “a Salafi message, a Sunni
way, a Sufi truth, a political organisation, an athletic group, a

No turning back. A 2013 file picture shows an Egyptian protester ransacking the Muslim Brotherhood
headquarters in the Muqatam district in Cairo. 						
(AP)

Sisi has repeatedly
described the
Brotherhood as the
“most dangerous
underground
organisation in history.”

and are living in exile in Qatar or
Turkey.
Sisi has repeatedly described
the Brotherhood as the “most
dangerous underground organisation in history” and has even
pursued the movement abroad,
viewing the group’s presence in
neighbouring Libya as a particular threat. Sisi has sent diplomatic

and security emissaries to allied
governments seeking to convince
them of the threat posed by the
Brotherhood.
Only the United Arab Emirates,
Saudi Arabia and Bahrain have
followed Egypt in designating the
Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist
organisation. However, there have
been talks in several countries,

including the United Kingdom
and the United States, about
threats the group represents.
Many expect that Sisi will not
only continue his campaign
against the Brotherhood but escalate it.
“He wants to make sure that this
group will have no more presence
on Egypt’s political stage after he
leaves the office of president,”
said Sameh Eid, another specialist
on political Islam.
Muslim Brotherhood member Muhammad Morsi, who became president of Egypt in June
2012, was ousted one year later
in a military-backed popular uprising. During his time in office,
Morsi exacerbated Egypt’s crises,
polarising society, antagonising
the judiciary and seeking to impose controversial constitutional
amendments.
Following Morsi’s ouster, Brotherhood members and affiliates attacked state institutions, acts that
resulted in an ensuing crackdown.
Since then, Cairo alleges that
members of the group sought to
assassinate political figures and
police officers. Egyptian authorities also accused Brotherhood
members of joining the Islamic
State (ISIS). Cairo initiated Operation Sinai, a large-scale multi-force operation to target ISIS
militants across the country, in
February.
“Affinity with the Muslim
Brotherhood has become a shame
for anybody in Egypt,” Ban said.
“This is why none of the members
of the group can publicly disclose
their political affiliations.”

Examining West’s history of ambivalence towards Muslim Brotherhood
cultural-educational union, an economic company and a social idea.”
The result was a movement that
offered the foremost opposition to
British rule in Egypt in the 1930s,
to Gamal Abdel Nasser in the 1950s
and to Abdel Fattah al-Sisi after he
overthrew Islamist President Muhammad Morsi in 2013.
The question of means has
never ceased to haunt the Muslim
Brotherhood — recourse to violence remained a temptation since
Banna was killed in 1949, likely by
Egyptian security forces in response
to the assumed assassination of
an Egyptian minister. More recently Yusuf al-Qaradawi, a Muslim
Brotherhood preacher in Qatar, has
argued in favour of suicide bombings by Palestinian militants.
The taint of virulent anti-Semitism, symbolised by the inclusion of
references to the notorious tsarist
forgery “The Protocols of the Elders
of Zion” in the charter of Hamas, the
Brotherhood affiliate that controls
Gaza, remains.
Tunisia’s Ennahda relinquished
the reins of government in 2013,
under pressure from civil society
and the secularist opposition after
watching the violent unravelling
of events in Cairo. Ennahda cofounder Rached Ghannouchi speaks
less of his friendship with Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
and is mindful of appearing too
close to Qatar, which is alleged to
help bankroll the party.
Conspiracy theories proliferate
where the Muslim Brotherhood is
concerned. When Morsi, a member
of the Muslim Brotherhood and the
first Egyptian president chosen in
a relatively open contest, stood in
2012, he was accused by opponents
of being an American stooge.
In this narrative, Washington’s
aim was to forge a new Middle East
in which existing countries, including Egypt, Syria and Saudi Arabia,
were broken up to further a “Greater
Israeli Zionist” project formulated
by the British-American historian

Bernard Lewis and secretly adopted
by the US Congress. The Brotherhood has been prone to believe and
circulate conspiracy theories about
Crusader-Zionist plots against the
Islamic world.
Frampton analyses in detail the
endless twists and turns of US and
British engagement with the Muslim Brotherhood, a particular form
of Kremlinology.
“At the end of the Cold War,”
Frampton writes, “many observers
of the Middle East had hoped that
the region would benefit from the
‘third wave’ of democratisation.
Some talked about the ‘end of history’ and envisaged an end to the
ideological struggles that had overshadowed the 20th century. Others
proclaimed a ‘new world order’ in
which liberal internationalist values
would be dominant.”
A less benign outlook posited that
humanity might witness a clash
of civilisations. The “green peril”
would replace Soviet Communism
as the new security threat. The
readiness to have dialogue revealed
a distinctive strand in Anglo-American foreign policymaking.
In “The Pursuit of Greatness: Britain and the World Role 1900-1970,”
Robert Holland described the “characteristic search for malleable local
partners to reduce the pressures
and embarrassment of overseas
rule.” This has meant the recourse
to a language that is always trying to
identify “moderates” and the desire
to foster “moderation” against the
forces of extremism.
The result was to choose and
anoint allies within the Muslim
Brotherhood, which was selfdefeating because those willing to
serve as “moderate” voices were
often compromised by the experience.
Furthermore, “in the hands of the
Muslim Brothers, the word ‘moderate’ could not be used as a synonym
for ‘free-thinker’ or ‘open-minded’
and certainly not for ‘liberal,’” Holland wrote.

“Western diplomats were aware
of the ambiguity surrounding the
Muslim Brotherhood positions on a
range of subjects, including the use
of violence. They are not alone in
this awareness. Millions of Tunisians find it difficult to take some
of Ennahda’s statements of policy
at face value. US relations with the
Muslim Brotherhood continue to
play second fiddle to broader strategic considerations. This is true of
US and European relations, not least
with Egypt and Tunisia.”
The civil war in Algeria after the
1991 elections were cancelled, to
the great surprise of Washington
and Paris, helped galvanise a debate
within both foreign policymaking
and academic circles about how to
foster liberalisation and democratisation in an authoritarian regional
context.
The response of most Western
capitals to the Algerian crisis illustrates a point the author makes very
well: that “the Islamist question
was indeed tackled on a case-bycase basis and with a view to wider
US interests. There was no comprehensive policy for how to deal with
Islamism per se.”
In his contribution to “Whatever Happened to the Islamists?
Salafism, Heavy Metal Muslims and
the Lure of Consumerist Islam,”
Frank Volpi set out “four key grand
narratives that, in his assessment,
shaped the views of Islamism
generally: initial fears about the political backwardness of the Middle
East in a modernising and secularising world; apprehensions over the
revolutionary potential of ‘fundamentalism’ in the 1980s; debates
in the 1990s about the democratic
compatibility of Islamism; and
questions about non-violent forms
of Islamism.
The West has learned a few things
since its earlier debates on Islamism. Until the 1980s, at an intellectual level, they remained “unpersuaded by the capacity of Islam to
survive in the face of advancing

modernity. Its role was deemed to
be purely negative, perhaps staving
off communism in the short-term
but only by retarding the inevitable
forces of progress.”
In the 1990s, many analyses of
the outcome of the Algerian civil
war were based on a conviction that
time would favour the Islamists,
that there was a fatalism about the
trajectory of many societies in the
Middle East. That led some observers, such as Graham Fuller, to say
Algeria would be the next Islamic
state.
Each of these views has shaped
official Anglo-Saxon views of
Islamism and the Brotherhood.
The mixture of benign neglect and
instrumentalism that have characterised such attitudes towards the
Muslim Brotherhood must be set
in a broader national, regional and
global context, the former of these
being the most important.
Western policymakers will
continue to grapple with what they
feel is the “Islamist dilemma” for
years. The Muslim Brotherhood
and its affiliates have settled into
that “liminal space between East
and West,” as Frampton puts it. The
whole subject has become inextricably “bound up with and affected
by numerous other issues: debates
about multiculturalism, integration and the place of Islam within
Western societies; debates about
how best to encourage democratisation in the broader Middle East and
whether Islamists could be partners
in a project of liberal reform and
debates about how best to ‘prevent’
and diminish the violent threat
posed by jihadi terrorists.”
This thought-provoking book
offers many of the keys to understand the broader geopolitical
context of Islamism and the longstanding US and British attempts to
engage with such forces.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Spotlight

Worrying case. Students
demonstrate against the
arrest of their teachers in
an operation carried out
between Turkey’s National
Intelligence Organisation
(MIT) and Kosovo’s spy
services in Pristina, on
March 29.
(AFP)

In a first, Turkey’s intelligence Turkish spy agency ‘bundled
service snatches six suspected up and brought back’ 80
people from 18 countries
Erdogan critics in Kosovo
Thomas Seibert

Washington

I

n the first commando operation of its kind in Europe, the
Turkish intelligence service
arrested six suspected critics
of Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan in Kosovo — without the knowledge of Kosovo’s
prime minister.
Erdogan said agents of the National Intelligence Organisation,
known by its Turkish initials MIT,
captured five teachers and a doctor, all Turkish nationals with valid
residency in Kosovo, on March 29
and took them to Turkey “like parcels.” Pictures published by Turkish media showed the handcuffed
suspects standing before Turkish
flags in an unknown location.
The six men are said to be members of the movement of Fethullah
Gulen, a US-based cleric accused
by the Erdogan government of orchestrating a failed coup attempt
in Turkey in 2016. Gulen denies the
charges.
Since the putsch, Erdogan has
cracked down on the Gulen networks in Turkey’s state apparatus, firing 150,000 officials from
the military, the judiciary and the
bureaucracy and sending approximately 50,000 people to jail. Turkey has asked countries all over the
world to extradite Gulen followers. Several countries, especially
in Asia and Africa, expelled Gulen
supporters, often teachers who
work at schools run by the movement.
Government spokesman Bekir
Bozdag told the Haberturk television channel that covert operations by Turkish intelligence
agents in 18 countries had netted
approximately 80 Gulen supporters and returned them to Turkey.
He did not name the countries involved but said operations would
continue. The Pristina incident

marked the first time that Ankara
picked up suspected government
critics in Europe.
Erdogan’s spokesman Ibrahim
Kalin denied that Turkey was involved in “illegal acts” but rights
activists say the Kosovo case is worrying. “This is a dramatic example
of lawlessness,” Andrew Gardner,
a senior adviser and researcher on
Turkey for Amnesty International,
said in an interview. “It is symptomatic of a situation where the rule
of law is not respected.”
Gardner said Turkey was doing
itself a disservice with commando
operations such as the one in Kosovo because they will make courts in
other countries less likely to extradite suspected government critics.
Turkey had to show that suspects
could expect a fair trial after an extradition.
The West has been reluctant to
act on Turkish demands to extradite Gulen and his followers. In
the United States, authorities said
Ankara has not presented enough
evidence linking the 76-year-old
cleric, who lives in Pennsylvania,
to violent crimes. EU countries also
pointed to a lack of evidence.
Germany hosts hundreds of
Turkish dissidents from the Gulen
movement and other groups. Turkey recently issued an additional
arrest warrant for Can Dundar, a
prominent journalist condemned
as a “spy” by Erdogan who had fled
to Berlin.
Turkey said the rejection of extradition requests by its Western
partners amounts to support for
terrorism.
There have been indications for
some time that Turkey is trying
to extend its grip to EU countries,
given that extradition pleas fall
on deaf ears there. Last year, Enes
Kanter, a Turkish player with the
NBA’s Oklahoma City Thunder in
the United States and a known Erdogan critic, had his passport revoked during a visit to Romania.
Kanter was able to return to the

United States after the NBA and the
US State Department intervened.
The athlete said his political views
about Erdogan, whom he called
the “Hitler of our century,” were
reasons his passport was cancelled.
Also last year, Turkey asked
Spain to extradite Dogan Akhanli, a
German writer of Turkish descent,
in what Akhanli called a “manhunt” by Ankara. He returned to
Germany from Spain after several
months. In another case that raised
eyebrows in Europe, prosecutors
in Switzerland said in March they
were investigating whether Turkish diplomats planned to drug and
kidnap a Swiss-Turkish businessman as part of the crackdown after
the coup attempt.
The Kosovo abductions were executed without the knowledge of
Kosovar Prime Minister Ramush
Haradinaj, who fired his interior
minister and intelligence chief after the incident. “One cannot just
snatch people from Kosovo,” Haradinaj told the Voice of America’s
Albanian service. “This was a sort
of a theft of people from Kosovo.”
Erdogan said Haradinaj would
“pay” for his response to the MIT
operation. Unlike Haradinaj, Kosovar President Hashim Thaci appeared to defend the renditions,
saying the Gulen supporters were
suspected of crimes.
The incident could have repercussions for relations of both Kosovo and Turkey with the European
Union. Both countries want to join
the bloc but face resistance.
“The arrest and subsequent deportation of six Turkish nationals
legally residing in Kosovo raise
questions about the respect of
the due process of law,” said Maja
Kocijancic, spokeswoman for EU
foreign affairs and security policy.
“The rule of law is a fundamental
principle of the European Union.”
Thomas Seibert is a
Washington correspondent for
The Arab Weekly.

The Arab Weekly staff

London

I

n covert operations in 18 countries, Turkey’s intelligence
agency has snatched approximately 80 Turkish citizens the
government wanted for alleged
links to the country’s 2016 failed
coup, a top Turkish official said.
Turkish Deputy Prime Minister
Bekir Bozdag’s comments in an interview with Haberturk television
came after Turkey secretly arranged
the deportation from Kosovo of six
Turkish men — five teachers and a
doctor — accused of supporting the
coup attempt.
Bozdag said Turkey’s National
Intelligence Organisation (MIT) had
similarly “bundled up and brought
back” suspects linked to US-based
cleric Fethullah Gulen in covert operations in 18 countries. He did not
name the countries but said such
operations would continue.
Presidential spokesman Ibrahim
Kalin denied that the suspects were
abducted through illegal operations. He insisted the six men from
Kosovo were taken to Turkey in
agreement with Kosovar authorities.
“We have never engaged in any illegal act in our struggle against (Gulen’s movement),” Kalin said. “The
event in Kosovo took place… within
the framework of an agreement on
the return of criminals.”
Ankara has vowed to wipe out
the influence of the Gulen movement in Turkey and foreign countries where it has built substantial
influence, especially in education.
Turkey calls Gulen’s group the

Turkey has chased Gulen
members inside and
outside the country since
the failed coup.

Fethullah
Terror
Organisation
(FETO) and accuses it of being behind the July 15, 2016, coup bid. Gulen denies the charges, insisting he
runs a peaceful movement known
as Hizmet (Service).
Turkey has chased Gulen members inside and outside the country
since the failed coup, with Erdogan
pledging to cleanse state institutions of the “virus” of Gulen.
However, the figure of 80 disclosed by Bozdag is much larger
than previously assumed and indicates MIT has had suspects taken
without the information being published.
In March, six Turkish nationals
alleged to be Gulenists were flown
to Turkey from Kosovo in a covert
operation carried out by the Pristina Interior Ministry and MIT. The
operation sparked a crisis in Kosovo, with the prime minister and
president protesting that they were
not informed of the action.
Bozdag, however, trumpeted the
Kosovo operation as an example of
MIT’s success.
“MIT has dealt a big blow to FETO
through operations carried out
abroad,” Bozdag said. “The operation in Kosovo is a big accomplishment.”
Kosovar Prime Minister Ramush
Haradinaj sacked his top security
chiefs over their involvement in
the operation, drawing an angry rebuke from Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.
“Hey, Kosovo prime minister,
who told you to do this? Since when
did you start to protect those who
tried to launch a coup in Turkey?”
Erdogan asked.
The Anadolu news agency in
Ankara described the six men
expelled from Kosovo as senior
individuals in the Gulen movement, reporting they were organising the international travel of members.
(With Agence France-Presse and
the Associated Press)
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‘A shot across the bow’: Iran’s growing
Iran is weak in conventional warfare
terms but cyber-attacks allow it to
project its growing regional power.
Ed Blanche

Beirut

U

S security authorities in
New York have indicted
nine Iranian hackers on
charges of penetrating
the computer systems
of hundreds of US and foreign universities to steal data worth at least
$3.4 billion that was sold to the Tehran regime, a move likely to trigger
retaliatory attacks by Iran as a longrunning cyberwar intensifies.
Also, the Moscow-based cybersecurity firm Kaspersky Labs
reported it uncovered a highly
advanced US English-language
malware known as Slingshot, active since at least 2012 and widely
considered to have been developed
by US intelligence authorities with
Iran as its primary target.
Slingshot, Kaspersky reported,
could implant various types of spyware, including one code-named
“Gollum,” and had targeted Latviamade internet routers that are popular in the Middle East and Southeast Asia.
“Iran is engaged in an ongoing
campaign of malicious cyber-activity against the United States and
our allies,” observed Sigal Mandelker, under-secretary of the Treasury
for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence after the computer intruders,
who remain at large, were charged
March 26 in New York.
Mandelker claimed the stolen
information was traced to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC), which, she said, “plays a
central role in Iran’s malign activities across the world.”
The right-leaning Washingtonbased Foundation for Defense of
Democracies alleged that, even
during the talks that led to the 2015
agreement with Iran to ease crippling sanctions in exchange for
curtailing its contentious nuclear
programme, the Tehran regime
“continued to invest heavily in cyber-capabilities” to attack the West.
The US Treasury and Justice departments zeroed in on the Tehranbased Mabna Institute, which the
25-page indictment charged was
acting as a front for the IRGC, the
most powerful force in Iran.
The proceedings underlined how
Iran has built a powerful cyberwarfare network with a global reach
since the United States and Israel
crippled Tehran’s secret nuclear
programme for a time with destructive malware known as Stuxnet in
2010.
Dorothy Denning, emeritus distinguished professor of defence
analysis at the US Naval Postgraduate School, said: “Iran may view
cyberwarfare as a means of overcoming its military disadvantage
compared to the US. To that end, it
will likely undoubtedly continue to
improve its cyber-capabilities.
“Containing Iran’s cyberwarfare
programme would likely be even
more challenging than containing
its nuclear programme,” Denning
observed.
“Computer code is easy to conceal, copy and distribute, making it
extremely difficult to enforce controls placed on cyber-weapons.”
Tehran has spent billions of dollars establishing cyberwarfare capabilities which Western security
authorities fear could paralyse military and economic sectors as tensions between US President Donald
Trump and Iran reach the boiling
point.
Several sources said Western
government institutions, including military commands, remain
highly vulnerable to Iranian cybersabotage while Iran faces seeing its

precarious economy in ruins and
its military forces reduced to a disorganised rabble unable to coordinate its response.
It is possible that Iran will resort
to step up cyber-attacks against
key US targets, including electricity and rail networks and vital communications systems, if Trump
scraps, as promised, the landmark
July 2015 agreement under which
Tehran agreed to curtail its contentious nuclear programme in return
for the lifting of ruinous economic
sanctions.
Iran is weak in conventional warfare terms but cyber-attacks allow
it to project its growing regional
power. As its expansionist strategy unfolds from Afghanistan to
the Levant, these are expected to
intensify with Saudi Arabia, Iran’s
leading regional rival, getting special treatment, reflecting the countries’ profound geopolitical and
ideological differences.
Iran is increasingly using its cyber-armoury to retaliate against its
foes with sophisticated weapons
it has developed since its nuclear
programme was crippled in 2010
by Stuxnet, the world’s first digital
weapon, unleashed by the United
States and Israel — the West’s opening salvo in global cyberwarfare.
Stuxnet took the Iranians by surprise, delaying Tehran’s nuclear
programme for several months but
Iran swiftly built its own systemkilling malware and began retaliating. Most of these cyber-attacks
were aimed at Iran’s three leading
opponents: the United States, Israel
and Saudi Arabia.
“Iran has demonstrated how
militarily weaker countries can use
offensive cyber-operations to contend with more advanced adversaries,” the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace warned in a
January 4 report released in Beirut.
“Cyberspace has become the
newest frontier in the 4-decadelong US-Iran cold war,” Carnegie
noted. “Perhaps more than any
government in the world, the Islamic Republic has been the target
of uniquely destructive attacks by
the United States and its allies.
“At the same time, groups associated with Iran’s security forces”
— the IRGC and the Ministry of Intelligence — “have become increasingly adept at conducting their own
offensive cyber-operations.”
Carnegie concluded that Iranian
attacks appear to have been deliberately “restrained based on strategic calculations,” presumably to
avoid triggering a potentially destructive cyberwar in which Iran
would probably come off worse
than its adversaries.

Iran is engaged in an
ongoing campaign of
malicious cyber-activity
against the United States
and our allies.

Sigal Mandelker,
under-secretary of the
Treasury for Terrorism
and Financial Intelligence

Cyber-sabotage. US Deputy
Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
speaks during a press conference at
the Justice Department to announce
nine Iranians charged with
conducting massive cyber theft
campaign, on March 23.
(Reuters)
The United States and Israel are
not the only countries crossing
digital swords with Iran: Canada,
France, Russia and Britain have all
engaged in offensive cyber-operations against the Islamic Republic.
“These attacks further motivated
Tehran to develop indigenous defensive and offensive cyber-capabilities as well as a credible retaliatory threat,” Carnegie added.
“These exchanges are directly
correlated to Iran’s domestic and
geopolitical climate, which has
been reflected in the reduction of
disruptive attacks since the signing
of the 2015 nuclear deal” with USled global powers.
“A better understanding of the
history and strategic rationale of
Iran’s offensive cyber-operations
must inform US strategy towards
Iran and future US responses to Iran’s actions,” Carnegie
commented.
“This is especially true given that
the United States is reliant on an
inadequately guarded cyberspace
and should anticipate that future
US cyber-attacks against Iranian
targets could trigger retaliatory attacks on US infrastructure. Iran’s
recent history suggests such an
outcome.”
At least 46 major US financial institution and finance sector companies, including JPMorgan Chase,
Wells Fargo and American Express
were targeted in 2011-13, the US indictment said.
The United States says the operations were allegedly carried out by
at least one group of veteran Iranian hackers who worked for private
Tehran-based firms named ITSecTeam and the Mersad Company,
which have been linked to Iran’s

intelligence apparatus.
“They were sending a shot across
our bow,” warned US Senator Chuck
Schumer, a Democrat from New
York. “They were saying that we
can damage, seriously damage, our
critical infrastructure and put the
lives and property of people at risk.”
His strident comments underlined a major loophole in US defences against potentially cataclysmic Iranian penetrations: Most US
infrastructure is privately owned
and poorly defended against such
assaults because of corporate reluctance to install defence systems.
Cyber-experts have detected the
Iranians digitally smashing their
way into the networks of defence,
aviation and energy companies and
telecommunications providers.
“These sectors may be particularly vulnerable to cyber-attack
because they rely on open-source
software or hardware, third-party
utilities and interconnected networks,” the Congressional Research
Service warned.
“Such networks are particularly
tempting because they often control operations and not merely information, potentially magnifying
the impact of any attack on them.”
Iran has multiple hacking groups
and some attacks involve what’s
known as “denial of service” that
use “wiper” malware that overrides
data on hard drives and spreads
throughout targeted networks using a virus known as Shamoon.
An Iranian group, identified by
Western sources as the Cutting
Sword of Justice, used this virus
for the first time in August 2012 in
targeted attacks on Saudi Arabia’s
state oil company Aramco and
Qatar’s state-owned RasGas two

weeks later. Some 30,000 computers were crippled.
The strikes reportedly cost the
Arab companies several hundred
million dollars and spurred the Arabian Gulf states to secure digital defences.
The Iranians were also indicted
for breaking into a computer system that controls the Bowman Avenue Dam in Rye, a small town in
the woods 40km north of New York
City, on March 25, 2016.
One of the indicted hackers, Hamid Firoozi, 34, allegedly obtained
“unauthorised remote access” to
the computer system housed in Rye
city hall’s basement that controls
the 36.5-metre long, 7-metre high
dam but made no discernible move
to interfere with the controls of the
1900s-era facility.
The intrusion was sufficiently
alarming that word went all the way
to the White House amid fears the
Iranians were seeking to control the
dam, possibly to flood the countryside.
There are suspicions the hackers
may have been seeking to control a
much larger US dam, possibly the
75-metre high Arthur J. Bowman
Dam in Oregon. That dampened
conjecture that Firoozi accidentally
stumbled onto the dam’s control
system.
But, however he got there, Firoozi would not have been able to
open the dam and flood the area
because one of the dam gates was
offline for computer maintenance.
Next time the Americans may not
be so lucky.
Ed Blanche is a regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has reported
on the Middle East since 1967.
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Is Trump about to let
Iran ‘take care’ of Syria?
Ali Alfoneh

U

S President Donald
Trump’s remarks
about a hasty military
withdrawal from Syria
were interesting for all
sorts of reasons. They
contradicted his own administration’s position as well as his declared
twin-pronged policy of defeating the
Islamic State (ISIS) and preventing
Iran from filling the regional power
vacuum.
If Trump follows through on the
statement, the same old problems of
militant Sunni radicalism and Iran’s
growing hegemony in the Middle
East will probably resurface.
Trump’s promise of imminent
US military withdrawal from Syria
seems oddly out of sync with his
recent appointments. Mike Pompeo,
Trump’s nominee for secretary of
state, and John Bolton, the new
national security adviser, have a
hard-line approach to Iran. Both

have advocated a proactive policy to
contain the threat posed by the regime in Tehran. Both have called for
the defeat of ISIS as well as ensuring
the subsequent vacuum is not filled
by Tehran and allied Shia militias.
The media in Iran have been as
surprised by Trump’s remarks as
everyone else. Tasnim News Agency,
a mouthpiece of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), tried
to analyse the policy shift, speculating that Trump was probably
acknowledging the “understanding”
between Moscow and Ankara and
the fact that it may bring order in
war-torn Syria.
Tasnim further suggested that
Trump may be trying to pull US
troops out of Syria before he decertifies the Iran nuclear agreement.
“Increased tensions could put the
lives of American military personnel in Syria in danger,” the agency
explained.
The Islamic Republic of Iran
Broadcasting (IRIB) interpreted
Trump’s statement as a tactical
manoeuvre. “Was Trump trying to
force new economic concessions out
of Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz, who currently is in the United States?” IRIB
News asked.
It warned against attempts to
derail Trump’s declared policy. “A
few false flag operations in the name
of the Islamic State but perpetrated
by opponents of Trump’s decisions
can convince him that the Islamic
State is still alive and that the United
States’ exit will further strengthen
the organisation.”

Perhaps Tasnim and IRIB’s analysts have been reading too much
into Trump’s unscripted remarks.
Lack of coordination with the
Pentagon and the State Department
suggests presidential improvisation
rather than a policy shift. There is
always the possibility the Pentagon
and the State Department could persuade the president that the “other
people” that would take care of Syria
are Iran and its regional allies. They
might convince Trump of the risk of
ISIS’s re-emergence even as Sunni
powers try to check Iran’s regional
expansionism.
What happens, however, if Trump
does not listen to advice from his
own Defence Department and withdraws US forces from Syria? Obviously, Iran and its allies will quickly
fill the void.
Tehran’s programme of regional
expansionism and attempts to
marginalise the Sunnis will provoke
a radical Sunni backlash. ISIS, or a
similar group with a different name,
may emerge as Sunnis resist the
Tehran regime and its allied Shia
militias.
If that happens, Trump will be
seen as the architect of a failed strategy. His predecessor, Barack Obama,
infamously sidestepped his own
red line on the Syrian conflict. As a
candidate, Trump ridiculed Obama’s
Syria policy but now he seems to
be signalling a similar abdication of
responsibility.
Ali Alfoneh is a non-resident senior
fellow at Rafik Hariri Centre for the
Middle East at the Atlantic Council.

Future of Iran nuclear accord may
hinge on Macron’s visit to Washington
Mark Habeeb

Lebanon’s operation ‘Dark
Caracal’ and the Shia link
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

n the spring of 2017, San
Francisco-based security firm
Lookout stumbled across a
major hacking operation run
from Lebanon. US researchers
dubbed the operation “Dark Caracal” and it would emerge as one of
the most prolific cyber-campaigns
documented.
The data encompassed details on thousands of people in
more than 20 countries and were
tracked to a nondescript building
in Sami el-Solh Street in central
Beirut, the headquarters of General Security.
This is the most powerful of
Lebanon’s myriad security organisations and has strong connections with Hezbollah, Iran’s most
prized proxy force in the Middle
East, and its highly effective security branches.
On January 18, Lookout and
another US security outfit, the
Electronic
Frontier
Foundation, publicly linked Dark Caracal to General Security. This was
a stunning breakthrough because it showed that Lebanon’s
Shias — which for all intents and
purposes means Hezbollah and
thus Iranian intelligence — were
far more advanced in their offen-

sive capabilities than anyone suspected.
In 2015, the Canadian security
firm Citizen Lab reported that
Lebanon’s internal security services, including General Security,
had acquired sophisticated German spyware system known as
FinFisher.
This is sold exclusively to governments to wrest control of
targeted computers and mine
encrypted data and communications.
Cyber-specialists
said
“the
mechanism used in Dark Caracal was simple. A customdeveloped
mobile
surveillan
ce-ware — dubbed ‘Pallas’ — was
used to send phishing links leading to fake versions of popular services like Google and WhatsApp,”
the Daily Star newspaper reported.
“The links were posted on Facebook groups, or sent from private
accounts to fictitious, attractive
Arab women.
“Once in the system,” the Beirut-based daily went on, “the
targeted device would begin
spying on its user, sending chat
transcripts, pictures and other
personal information back to the
spymasters.
“Cameras and microphones
could also be remotely activated
to capture and send back realtime images and audio.”

T

he growing assumption in Washington
is that US President
Donald Trump will
choose to effectively
withdraw from the
nuclear accord
with Iran on May 12, the date by
which he must either certify Iran’s
compliance and continue the US
waiver on sanctions or decertify
Iranian compliance and reimpose
harsh US sanctions. The latter
choice would, for all purposes, kill
the agreement.
Trump’s decision may hinge on
two events in April: The first is
the EU Council’s meeting in the
middle of the month; the second
is the state visit to Washington
by French President Emmanuel
Macron on April 24.
The EU Council must unanimously sign off on any imposition of sanctions by the three EU
participants in the agreement —
the United Kingdom, France and
Germany.
Macron, who by all accounts
has a good relationship with the
mercurial Trump and has positioned himself as the middleman
by arguing in support of some
changes to the agreement that the

US president favours, may be able
to persuade Trump to remain in the
deal.
“I think [Macron] will present
the European position, try to sell
Trump on whatever the E-3 has
agreed to and explain the consequences if the US pulls out alone,”
said Barbara Slavin, director of
the Future of Iran Initiative at the
Atlantic Council. “He will remind
Trump that sanctions against Iran
only became effective when Europe
agreed to them in 2012. He may
also urge Trump not to create a
new crisis with Iran when the Middle East as a whole is so unstable.”
Much will depend on whether
the three European countries agree
to impose new sanctions on Iran
for non-nuclear activities, such as
its ballistic missile programme and
its regional meddling. Trump also
has demanded that the agreement
be revised to address the sunset
provisions and to tighten inspections at Iranian military facilities.
Talks between the US State
Department and its European allies
have continued since January to
find common ground. Brian Hook,
the State Department’s director of
policy planning, has travelled to
European capitals for discussions.
In one of his few comments to the
media Hook suggested that common ground between the White
House and Europe may not be

Any changes to
the agreement
that the United
States and Europe
negotiate would
be meaningless
if they are
not acceptable
to Iran.

found and that the State Department is preparing for a termination
of the agreement.
“We always have to prepare
for any eventuality and so we are
engaged in contingency planning
because it would not be responsible
not to engage in it,” Hook said in
March following meetings in Berlin
and Vienna. “We’re kind of dualtracking this.”
Although many observers in
Washington have pointed to
Trump’s new foreign policy team of
Secretary of State-designate Mike
Pompeo and John Bolton as national security adviser as an indication
that Trump will definitely pull out
of the deal in May, Slavin said she is
not so certain.
“While I am pessimistic, I don’t
rule out a scenario in which incoming Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
urges the president not to pull the
plug on the [Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action] in May to give more
time to work with Europe and also
to avoid prejudicing the upcoming summit with [North Korean
Supreme Leader] Kim Jong-un.”
Ultimately, any changes to the
agreement that the United States
and Europe negotiate would be
meaningless if they are not acceptable to Iran and the rhetoric out of
Tehran suggests that acceptance is
unlikely. For Trump, this would be
the ideal scenario because it would
then be Iran, and not the United
States, which withdraws from the
accord.
If the nuclear agreement is indeed taken off life support in May,
European countries will be faced
with a tough decision: If they try
and maintain their relationship
with Iran by not reimposing harsh
sanctions, Trump may retaliate by
sanctioning European companies
that do business with Tehran.
As a result, Slavin said: “European companies will be even more
reluctant to do business with Iran
than they are now. The big winner
will be China, which will scoop up
even more trade with Iran.”
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Exploring the complex
factors for ‘Advancing
Food Security in the UAE’
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

F

Ups and downs. A trader works at the Egyptian stock market in Cairo.

(Reuters)

Egypt slashes interest rates
to attract new investments
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gyptian
policymakers
are pinning their hopes
on an interest rate cut to
attract foreign and local
investments, create jobs
and boost business activities.
The Central Bank of Egypt cut
the overnight deposit and lending
rates by 1% to 16.75% and 17.75%,
respectively. It was the second rate
cut of 1% in less than two months.
“This is a step in the right direction,” said Mukhtar al-Sherif, an
economics professor at Mansoura
University. “Lower interest rates
will encourage investors to expand their businesses and motivate market activities.”
The Central Bank raised interest
rates last year after the November
2016 decision to float the Egyptian
pound, a move that almost doubled the exchange rates of currencies against the Egyptian pound.
The latest interest rate raise
aimed to absorb the huge liquidity in the market brought about by
foreign currency hoarders selling
dollars to benefit from the new exchange rate.
Before the flotation of the Egyptian pound, a US dollar was worth
8.8 Egyptian pounds, official figures indicated. Following the flotation, one US dollar was equivalent to 15 Egyptian pounds. The
current exchange rate stands at
17.6 Egyptian pounds for one US
dollar.
In November 2016, Egypt’s urban inflation rate was 19.4%, the
highest recorded in eight years. In
February, urban inflation dropped
to 14.4% from 17.1% in January.
This, economists said, encouraged

the interest-rate cut.
“The interest-rate cut would
have never been possible without
this declining inflation, which, in a
way, is a reflection of the success
of economic reform policies pursued since November 2016,” said
Alia el-Mahdi, an economics professor at Cairo University. “Raising
the interest rates was necessary to
bring the inflation rate down but
the same raise had negative consequences.”
One of the consequences was an
increase in bank deposits at the
expense of investment. Deposits
in Egypt’s banks rose from $156.9
billion in October 2016 to $182.8
billion in October 2017.

There are hopes that a
stable foreign exchange
rate would attract
investments and
stimulate economic
growth.

The cost of borrowing also became very high as banks imposed
20% rates on loans. The local business climate suffered as a result.
Although this did not affect unemployment, which dropped to 11.3%
in the last quarter of 2017, down
from 12.4% in 2016.
Egyptian policymakers will be
checking local factors, including
inflation rates ahead of the holy
Muslim month of Ramadan. The

inflation rate may fall to less than
10% by mid-May, analysts said.
Egypt’s main challenge will be
to maintain a stabilised foreign exchange rate to boost the business
climate and attract more foreign
investment.
“The presence of a stable foreign exchange rate is very important for investments,” Sherif said.
“Fluctuations in the exchange rate
have devastating consequences
for business.”
There are hopes that a stable foreign exchange rate would attract
investments and stimulate economic growth. The government is
targeting a 5.8% economic growth
rate in fiscal year 2018-19. Egypt’s
fiscal year begins July 1.
However, that growth rate,
economists said, cannot be
achieved unless the government
institutes measures on a variety of
fronts. Bringing the inflation rate
down and encouraging investments, especially foreign direct
investments, is just the first step.
There is also a need for measures to raise the economic growth
rate, including increasing production, reducing consumption and
reducing imports.
Despite a lower exchange rate of
the Egyptian pound that increases
exports by giving Egyptian goods
an edge against goods from other countries in foreign markets,
Egypt’s balance of trade with almost all countries is not tilted in
the country’s favour.
“Egypt has an imbalanced trade
with almost all trading partners,”
said economist Abdel Mutaleb Abdel Hamid. “If this shows anything,
it shows that we need to increase
production because increased production means fewer imports and
more exports, both requirements
for economic growth.”

ood security is a vital issue
in the United Arab Emirates
and the country has made
considerable progress towards a comprehensive
plan to address related challenges.
In the Gulf country, which is heavily
dependent on food imports, there is
awareness that much can be done
to improve resilience and sustainability.
Faced with a growing population
and rising consumption needs, the
UAE also has to deal with lack of water resources and arable land.
The creation of the position of
minister of state for future food security, a post held by Mariam bint
Mohammed Almheiri, and a growing awareness of the need to address
food security issue signal a renewed
focus on the need to devise longterm strategies.
The Mohammed bin Rashid
School of Government (MBRSG), the
research and teaching institution
focused on governance and public
policy in the Arab world, in January
released “Advancing Food Security
in the UAE,” which proposed solutions for improvement.
“Food security is a complex issue,
one that we cannot tackle unless we
arm ourselves with extensive knowledge of its multitude of components
and insight into current realities and
future trends affecting the production, procurement and stockpiling
of food products to meet the growing demand sparked by the UAE’s
large-scale development,” said Almheiri during a forum in February at
MBRSG.
“This is where in-depth studies
such as this one come into play.”
She stressed the social and cultural role that food plays in Arab
societies and said incremental steps
needed to be taken so people do
not become uncomfortable because
of drastic change. “Let’s start with
the youth and understand their attitudes towards food. We need to
make them aware how much energy
and water goes into the food,” she
said.
“We should also encourage people to buy locally grown food,” said
Almheiri, referring to sectors such
as aquaculture and pisciculture, in
which there have been major advances in the UAE.
The UAE ranked 33rd in the most
recent “Global Food Security Index,”
developed by DuPont and the Economist Intelligence Unit. Despite importing 80-90% of its food supplies,
the UAE has been considered “food
secure” because of its capacity to
purchase food on the international
market even if at higher costs. However, food security is a long-term
concern.
The lack of arable land, water
scarcity, hot climate and insufficient
investment in agricultural research
represent major weaknesses. The
country’s high dependence on global and regional markets, coupled

with projected population growth
to 11.5 million in 2025 and local food
consumption expected to increase
12% each year, will pressure the
UAE’s food and water resources, the
paper stated.
“Although the UAE is categorised
as food secure, the research suggests that improving food security
remains an ongoing challenge in
light of changing climates, resource
depletion and regional instability,”
said Tara Fischbach, MBRSG associate researcher author of “Advancing
Food Security in the UAE.”
“Developing policies that help
overcome future food security challenges facing the UAE requires further research and development to
build a solid foundation for effective
food security strategy. Without such
alignment of future strategies (supported) with research and development, future plans may lack resilience and sustainability,” Fischbach
said in February.
The UAE is expected to capitalise on opportunities to boost food
security, including the economic
diversification, a growing entrepreneurship sector, green initiatives
and new technologies, particularly
in agriculture.
Fischbach said: “In terms of specific strategies, our research is concentrated on public policy and recommendations, outlined in our report;
focus on policy dimensions of food
security.”
The paper’s recommendations
include encouraging development
of long-term strategies that manage
the country’s strengths and mitigate risks. Strategies must involve
all stakeholders and empower them
to find solutions to the UAE’s challenges.
“The UAE should continue efforts
to develop a focused and overarching food security strategy and
should outline a focused strategic
goal from which all policies, tools
and implementation mechanisms
derive to achieve long-term impact,”
recommended Fischbach
She emphasised that the UAE,
with its climate challenges, must invest in technology that addresses its
specific needs.
This involves “continuing to diversify its economy away from fossil
fuels and towards innovation sectors
of the future. These strategies must
be intrinsically linked to its food security policy,” Fischbach said.
Research and development, she
added, were vital to the UAE’s food
security challenges.
“The UAE is pursuing research
and development initiatives that
would improve agro productivity.
This policy is effective and must be
more vigorously pursued,” she said.
“I think the government is very
aware of the issue and has already
put forward many initiatives and the
minister has been working on different strategies in this area, including
the development of a food security
strategy for the UAE,” Fischbach
added.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Dubai.

With an eye on the future. UAE’s Minister of State for Future Food
Security Mariam bint Mohammed Almheiri addressing the policy
forum on “Advancing Food Security in the UAE.”
(MBRSG)
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Bahrain announces
major oil discovery
Bahrain announced its newly
discovered shale oil reserve was
estimated to contain more than 80
billion barrels, making the oncemarginal oil producer potentially a
major player in the market.
How much of that oil is recoverable is under study, Bahraini Oil Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin Khalifa
al-Khalifa said at a news conference.
The field covers 2,000 sq.km in
shallow water off the kingdom’s
west coast, which faces oil giant
Saudi Arabia. The new field appears to dwarf the Bahrain Field, the
country’s only other oil field, which
contains several hundred million
barrels.
(Agence France-Presse)

Signs of recovery. Containers are seen at a port terminal in Bizerte, on March 27.

(Reuters)

Tunisia economy shows promise
but more reforms needed, says OECD
The Arab Weekly staff

Tunis

W

hile Tunisia’s economy is showing
signs of recovery,
authorities need to
continue with reforms to cement long-term growth
and reduce unemployment, a report by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) stated.
The report said Tunisia’s gross
domestic product growth was expected to continue but warned of
“substantial challenges posed by
weak job creation, high unemployment and unsustainable public finances.”
“The Tunisian economy has
shown great resilience to both internal and external challenges,”
OECD Acting Chief Economist
Alvaro Pereira said in a release.
“Reinforcing today’s economic recovery will require a quicker pace
of reforms, with priority given to
actions to improve the business
environment. Job creation and
regional development will be the
keys to making the economy more
efficient and more inclusive.”

International Monetary Fundbacked reforms, including austerity measures and a reduction in
public spending, fuelled unrest
across Tunisia. In January, implementation of a new budget caused
price increases for basic goods and
led to violent protests in many
regions. Demonstrators railed
against perceived corruption and
neglect, saying the poor were bearing the brunt of the country’s economic woes.
The government announced aid
programmes worth $70.3 million
for the poor and middle class but
many have yet to feel the effects.
An International Monetary Fund
(IMF) official said Tunisia’s currency, which lost 20% of its value compared to the euro in 2017, would
need to further depreciate if the
economy were to pick up this year.
“I don’t think that we need to
see a big downward movement
to equilibrium. I think we are not
too far from it,” Bjorn Rother, the
IMF’s Tunisia mission chief, told
Bloomberg News. “I also don’t
think we need to see an abrupt adjustment.”
Pereira pointed to a growing
tourism sector and potential upside risk from stabilisation in Libya as signs for optimism. “If the

Libyan situation continues to stabilise, this will have a very positive
impact on Tunisia,” he said in an
interview with Radio France Internationale.
Tunisia’s trade balance is showing signs of improvement. In the
first quarter of 2018, the country’s
trade deficit dropped 7.6% compared to the same period last year,
mainly due to a steady increase in
exports, especially energy.
However, with dwindling foreign
currency reserves and climbing inflation — up 7.6% in March due to
an increase in food and clothing
prices — serious challenges remain.
Beyond hitting citizens’ purchasing power, the government’s cash
shortfall is creating a shortage of
critical supplies, even in the health
sector.
The Tunisian Association of
Free Pharmacists announced that
contraceptive pills and other essential supplies were out of stock
in pharmacies. The shortage, the
association said, was because of
the Central Pharmacy’s outstanding debts to foreign suppliers —
said to be as much as $165 million.
Some suppliers threatened to cut
off access to vital medicines, the
group added in a statement, while
“some laboratories are threatening

to leave Tunisia.”
The crisis, another indication
that the economy needs desperate
reform, has long been acknowledged by officials.
“We cannot defend the dinar…
with foreign reserves less than
80 days of imports,” Central Bank
Governor Marouane el-Abassi said
in a news conference early March.
Tunisian politicians, with their
sights on presidential and parliamentary elections next year, fear
further austerity moves could push
a restive population to the brink.
They are bracing for long-delayed
municipal elections in May, which
could result in new voices weighing in on Tunisia’s economic issues
and a significant power transfer to
local authorities.
A high number of young people
and women candidates have registered for the election, data from
the Independent High Authority
for Elections indicate.
“The municipal elections are the
cornerstone of local governance to
improve the conditions Tunisians
live in,” independent candidate
Mounia al-Rabhi told Al-Monitor.
“Municipal elections will give
youths their first chance to change
the political decision-making authority.”

Morocco’s Tanger-Med port running at full speed
Sophie Pons

Tangier

H

ome only to grazing
sheep just a decade or
so ago, a stretch of Moroccan coastline near
Tangier is abuzz as its
new port presses towards expansion.
Inaugurated in 2007, the TangerMed port complex, not far from
the Strait of Gibraltar, handled 51.3
million tonnes of cargo, on a par
with the Port of London. Its industrial park, connected to a free-trade
zone, is creating jobs at a rate that
“exceeds expectations,” port Director-General Jaafar Mrhardy.
With 750 companies and thousands of employees, the port generated $6.8 billion of revenue in 2017.
The port’s location, growing industrial zone and relatively cheap
local labour have attracted shippers, truckers and businessmen
but its ambitions do not stop there.
Tanger-Med, which expects its
Tanger Med II extension to triple
container capacity by 2019, is aiming to become the Mediterranean’s

top port.
“We are positioning ourselves as
a ‘best cost’ country,” said Mrhardy,
“with proximity to European markets and very competitive costs.”
Bulldozers are working on embankments and three gigantic gantry cranes have been delivered.

Beyond the logistics and
customs facilities
offered by the port’s
free-trade zone, the cost
of Moroccan labour is
another major draw.
On one of the Tanger-Med I docks,
a massive wind turbine produced by
a local branch of Spanish renewable
energy giant Siemens Gamesa was
awaiting delivery. Nearby, security
guards with a sniffer dog scanned
cars boarding a ferry bound for Italy.
The port’s passenger terminal
handled 2.8 million passengers
last year. During peak season, it receives up to 33,000 passengers and
9,000 vehicles per day, said Hassan

Abkari, director of the port’s passenger division.
He said the new port has reduced
waiting times and unclogged Tangier’s city centre.
Truckers use a motorway junction that bypasses Tangier, 50km
away. About 290,000 semi-trailers
passed through Tanger-Med last
year. Day and night, teams of trucks
loop between the docks of the port
complex, the storage warehouses
and the companies in the industrial
zone.
The workshops of Still Nua Fashion, in an alley of the free-trade
industrial zone, receive containers
of fabric from China and Turkey.
Designs made in Ireland are cut and
sewn, ready for shipment to the
United States and Britain.
“We are in the ‘fast-fashion’
(business),” said Naoual el-Mlih,
Still Nua Fashion’s energetic director. “With very short delivery
times, the proximity of the port is
crucial.”
For Mohammed Ali Enneifer, a
Tunisian who leads a branch of the
French cable production company
Acome, the port’s strategic placement is key.
“Time is money. It used to take

three weeks to reach Hamburg,
now it’s 10-12 days,” he said of the
link with the German port city.
“The connections are direct. We
can receive or remove a container
in less than 24 hours.”
French car manufacturer Renault, which opened a plant in
Tanger-Med in 2012, exported more
than 300,000 cars last year to the 74
countries served by the port. Its site
employs 8,600 people and “100%
of the staff is Moroccan,” boasted
factory director Renaud Le Gal.
Next year, the port expects to
export cars built in a new Peugeot
factory in Kenitra, 200km to the
south, said Rachid Houari, another
Tanger-Med director.
Beyond the logistics and customs
facilities offered by the port’s freetrade zone, the cost of Moroccan
labour is another major draw.
“Our parent company in Ireland
employs 75 people at a total cost
equal to that of our branch, which
has 400 employees,” said Mlih.
The company plans to move its
design services from Dublin to
Tangier, joining a growing number
of firms making the same jump.
(Agence France-Presse)

Egypt’s non-oil
business sector
activity shrinks
again in March
Egypt’s non-oil private sector
activity contracted again in March
although businesses registered
improved export orders for the
third consecutive month, a survey
showed.
The Emirates NBD Egypt Purchasing Manager’s Index (PMI) for the
non-oil private sector fell to 49.2
from February’s reading of 49.7,
ending further from the 50 mark
that separates growth from contraction.
Output, which stood at 49.3 on
the index, registered a second deterioration in March although the contraction rate improved from the previous month, the survey indicated.
(Reuters)

Russia looking at
joint organisation
for cooperation
with OPEC
Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak said a joint organisation
for cooperation between OPEC and
non-OPEC countries may be set up
once the current agreement on oil
output curbs expires at the end of
this year.
He said that he and Saudi Arabia
Oil Minister Khalid al-Falih discussed long-term cooperation and
that the current “mechanism of
interaction” has proved to be effective.
(Reuters)

Iraq’s oil exports
from southern
ports 3.45 million
bpd in March
Iraq exported 3.453 million barrels per day (bpd) of crude oil from
its southern ports in March, slightly
more than the February average, the
Iraqi Oil Ministry said.
Iraq’s exports from the ports,
managed by the central government
in Baghdad, averaged 3.426 million
bpd in February, down from 3.49
million bpd in January.
The semi-autonomous Kurdistan
region exports about 300,000 bpd
of crude from northern Iraq through
a pipeline across Turkey.
(Reuters)
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Tunisia to become second
African country to legally
prohibit racial discrimination
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisia will become
the second country
in the 55-member
African Union, after
South Africa, to pass
an anti-racial
discrimination law,
Mehdi Ben Gharbia, the country’s
human rights minister, said.
The legal initiative reflects the
attitude of a growing number of
Tunisians who say skin colour
should be no issue in a country
that, for centuries, has been a
mosaic of diverse cultures,
religions, races and ideas.
In January 1846, Tunisia was
the first Arab country to ban
slavery.
“The first step to tackle a
problem is to identify and
recognise it,” said Ben Gharbia,
the minister in charge of the
government’s relations with
Constitutional institutions, Civic
society and Human Rights.
“Every Tunisian will tell you
that he has no problem with the
black people,” he added in an
interview with The Arab
Weekly.
Tunisians of darker skin tones
and other black Africans in the
country face situations doubly
depressing as there is no law to
punish racial discrimination,
rights groups contend.
“Racism in Tunisia is latent. It
is not distinct, not discernible by
most Tunisians,” said Jawhar Ben
Mbarek, a law professor at Tunis
University and a civil rights
activist.
Black Tunisians who suffer

racial abuse and complain to the
police are often helpless because
of the silence of the law.
When Jamel Ksiksi, a customs
agent, was beaten by a hotel
worker in the summer of 2016 in
the coastal town of Mahdia, he
complained to police. However,
authorities said they found no
legal ground to prosecute the
case as a form of racial discrimination. His relatives and friends
staged a street protest in Ksiksi’s
hometown Medenine to alert
authorities about the racial
abuse.
The assault on three black
African students who were
wounded in a knife attack on
Christmas Eve in 2016 in a train
station in Tunis gave more
ammunition to rights activists,
who urged the government to
end the legislation vacuum and
crackdown on racial discrimination.
“In reality, the idea of the draft
law came before the attack
against the black students. Some
activists thought there is a
correlation between the two,”
said Ben Gharbia.
“When Tunisian girl Sabrina
was verbally abused on the main
Habib Bourguiba Avenue in Tunis
in 2016 and went to the police to
complain and she was turned
back because of the lack of
specific law, I invited her to my
office to apologise on behalf of
the government,” he said. “The
process of drafting and discussing it began after Sabrina’s
incident.”
Ben Gharbia suggested that
Tunisia will have an anti-racial
discrimination law before
the end of May.
“It has been submitted to the
parliament and will be adopted in
the next few weeks,” he added.

Maha Abdelhamid, an activist
from the Association for Equality
and Development (ADAM), said:
“Racism against black people in
Tunisia has always existed but it
was a taboo and we could not say
before that racism existed.”
She and other rights activists
say that 15% of Tunisia’s population of 11 million are black,
though no official data based on
skin colour exist.
“Activists give estimates but we
have no figure as we have a
population with a beautiful blend
of colours. We have a mixture of
colours that makes it difficult to
tell if Tunisians are black or white
or in between,” Ben Gharbia
said.
“The state is treating its
people and its guests as equals.
Citizenship is the only criterion
for laws and policy. Since independence, Tunisians have been
equal before the law.”
However, the identification
and characterisation of the racial
discrimination offence in the law
have been lacking.
“Today, many Tunisians, most
of them with good intentions and
good faith, say that we have no

“I have the deep
conviction that
history goes towards
one direction, that
of the equality
between people.”
Mehdi Ben Gharbia,
Tunisian human
rights minister

Equal rights. Mehdi Ben Gharbia, the Tunisian minister in charge
of the government’s relations with Constitutional institutions,
Civic society and Human Rights, speaks to The Arab Weekly at his
office in Tunis, on April 5.
(The Arab Weekly)
problem with racism but the first
act to tackle the issue of racism is
to recognise it,” he added.
Ben Gharbia said “remnants” of
the country’s history, when
slavery used to be accepted, were
still alive in the memory of many
people.
He cited anecdotal evidence
from the popular imagination
about “silent racism,” including
when Tunisian relatives would
put a black girl in front of a
newlywed Tunisian bride to
“ward off bad luck.”
Many Tunisians sometimes use
pejorative terms such as a
“kahlouch” and a “wassif” to
identify a black person by the
colour of his skin.
Perhaps, the most evidence
about such a “pervasive and
silent racism,” social critics say, is
the absence of television stars of
black skin, a political leader with
black skin or a famous, wealthy
businessman of black skin.
There has been no state policy
since independence to legitimise
racial discrimination. “Racism is
not entrenched in Tunisia
because the state had never had a
discrimination policy against its
citizens in contrast to old

democracies in the world which
continued to the 1950s and 1960s
with racial laws,” said Ben
Gharbia.
He said new legislation was
aimed at advancing rights and
freedoms in Tunisia, where
citizens and their guests from
other parts of the world feel
equal.
“I have the deep conviction
that history goes towards one
direction, that of the equality
between people whatever their
race, sex or ethnic origin,” Ben
Gharbia said.
“This draft law stems from this
vision,” said Ben Gharbia, who
was the first parliament member
to defend a law proposal about
the equal rights between women
and men in heritage.
“The progress in rights and
freedoms has an influence on
economic growth and social
progress. When Tunisians feel
free and equal they contribute
more and better for growth,” he
argued.
The draft law provides for
prison terms of up to three years
if convicted of racial discrimination offences, including propagation of racist ideas.

Jordan’s Muslims and Christians unite to celebrate Virgin Mary
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

I

n a call for peace, love and harmony among religions, known
as the Amman Message, Muslims and Christians came together to celebrate the Feast
of the Annunciation in Jordan.
Organised by the Catholic Centre
for Studies and Media (CCSM), under the patronage of Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of State
for Prime Ministry Affairs Jamal
Sarayreh, the March 25 event was
hailed as a symbol of tolerance and
peaceful coexistence.
“This is the first event that joins
Muslims and Christians together in
celebration of the Feast of the Annunciation. It aims at reasserting
the deep values of the brotherly
relations between Muslims and
Christians in Jordan, a country of
peace and understanding,” said
CCSM Director Father Rif’at Bader.
“The event represents a continuation of the Amman Message, the
Common Word Initiative and the
World Interfaith Harmony Week.
It sends a clear message to the
world that religion, with its values
of love, can really contribute to
peacemaking and stability, as well
as to the restoration of cohesion
and harmony.”
The Amman Message was released by Jordanian King Abdullah
II in 2004 focusing on what “Islam
is and what it is not” and “what
actions represent Islam and what

Preserving coexistence. CCSM Director Father Rif’at Bader speaks
at the first Islamic-Christian celebration of the Feast of
the Annunciation in Amman.
(Souran Khodanian)
actions do not.” King Abdullah said
its goal was to “clarify to the modern world the true nature of Islam
and the nature of true Islam.”
The Solemnity of the Annunciation is generally celebrated by
Christians on March 25. The feast
marks the Archangel Gabriel telling the Virgin Mary that she would
be the mother of Jesus. The feast
has been celebrated since the fifth
century.
The Amman celebration this
year was attended by government
officials, ambassadors, members of
parliament, representatives from
the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic

Affairs, the Chief Islamic Justice
Department, the Iftaa Department
and churches in Jordan.
Sarayreh stressed unity among
Jordanians of all faiths saying:
“Since its establishment, Jordan
has built a country based on the
values of humanity that we all
share.”
Osama Imseeh, 49, a Christian
living in Amman, said the event
sent a very important message to
extremists.
“It is very important to celebrate
together the Annunciation, which
is also mentioned in the Holy
Quran Surat Maryam Verses 1-98.

These verses are agreeable to both
Muslims and Christians. Our society should build on such an event
and
strengthen
interrelations
among communities even more,”
Imseeh said.
“In Lebanon, the event became a
national day and not a day for celebration by Christians only. These
initiatives send a clear message
to extremists everywhere and tell
all those who object having such
events that in the Holy Quran there
is Surat Maryam and there are so
many things that join us together
more than separating us.”
Lebanon has been celebrating
the Feast of the Annunciation at
the national level for more than 12
years.
Imseeh hailed the “wise leadership of King Abdullah II” in
spreading harmony in Jordan and
in a region plagued with sectarian turmoil. He quoted the king as
telling the UN General Assembly in
2016 that “Jesus is named 25 times
in the Quran. His mother Mary,
called the ‘best of all women in
creation,’ is named 35 times.”
“The king said the extremists deliberately hide these truths about
Islam in order to drive Muslims
and non-Muslims apart… We as
Christians thank him for his wise
words,” Imseeh said.
“Today, Jordan is a kingdom
where Christians and Muslims live
and work side by side and share
the ups and downs in the region.
We can see many initiatives based
on humanity more than religion
and this is what makes this society

great,” Bader said.
Sheikh Hamdi Murad, a professor at the World Islamic Science
and Education University and cofounder of the Jordanian Interfaith
Coexistence Research Centre said
Christians and Muslims are “brothers and sisters.”

Organised by the
Catholic Centre for
Studies and Media
(CCSM), the event was
hailed as a symbol of
tolerance and peaceful
coexistence.
“The Feast of Annunciation is
mentioned in both the Holy Quran
and the Holy Bible and such an
event brings closer both communities and prove that we are one
people joined by humanity,” said
Murad, who is a former undersecretary for Ministry of Islamic
Affairs.
“What we saw on the day of the
event is a step further in bringing
harmony and cooperation among
societies, which makes this kingdom a great place to live in.”
Christians account for about
4% of Jordan’s population of
10.2 million.
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist
based in Jordan.
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Contraceptive
prevalence on rise
in MENA though
at varying pace
Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

n addition to being critical for
the health of women and their
families, family planning can
accelerate a country’s progress
towards reducing poverty and
achieving development. It is even
more pertinent in a politically unstable region with rapid population growth, which the Middle East
and North Africa have been
experiencing.
A growing number of women are
using contraception as family planning services expand in the Arab
region. Prevalence of contraceptive
methods, however, differs between
countries and not all of the need has
been satisfied.
Contraceptive prevalence in Lebanon is among the highest in the region, calculated at 53.7% as of 2009,
with its highest at 62.7% in 2000 and
lowest at 53% in 1971, Index Mundi
stated.
“There is a high demand for contraceptive pills and other means of
birth control, such as condoms. In
general, people are aware of contraceptive methods, especially in
urban centres. Those who do not
use any method usually plan to have
children,” said pharmacist Samar
Baltagy.
“My pharmacy is in a poor and
popular area but the sales of contraceptives are very high. Women
from all classes are using contraceptive means. Some years back, uneducated women from conservative
background refrained from resorting to birth control means but today
people are more aware of the need
for family planning in general,” Baltagy said, adding that “at the starting
cost of 3,000 Lebanese pounds ($2)
a pack, contraceptive pills are accessible to all.”
Wide varieties of contraceptive
resources are available in pharmacies in Lebanon and can be purchased over the counter without a
prescription.

In a conservative society such as
Jordan, the use of contraceptives is
no longer looked at as a taboo but
more of a way of life, said Ghadeer
Hourani, a pharmacist with 11 years’
experience working at one of Jordan’s largest pharmacy chains.
“Ten years ago, people felt embarrassed to ask for a set of condoms
or pills but today it is becoming
more open and people can just pick
any method they need and pay for
it. The price range for contraceptive pills is $10-$15 and they can be
found in any pharmacy across Jordan,” Hourani said.
Contraceptives’ prevalence in Jordan is influenced by religion, level
of education and social background.
The Sisterhood is Global Institute
(SIGI), an independent, non-governmental organisation, established in
1998 by a group of Jordanian women, said approximately 62% of women in Jordan aged 15-49 use one of
the various types of contraception.
In Egypt, contraceptives are mostly prevalent in big cities and almost
totally disregarded in religious and
conservative rural areas.
“Imams in the countryside preach
against family planning, claiming it contradicts the Islamic religion. There is also the belief that
some contraceptives cause cancer
and destroy women’s fertility. This
causes a lot of women to stay away
from contraceptives,” said Soaad
Abdel Meguid, the head of the Family Planning Section at the Egyptian
Ministry of Health.
Nonetheless, the number of Egyptian women using contraceptives increased from 11.8 million in 2016 to
13 million in 2017. In 2016 and 2017,
the government allocated $7.3 million and $14.1 million, respectively,
to subsidise birth control pills that
are available almost for free at the
Health Ministry’s clinics and at a
very low price in pharmacies.
“This encourages a lot of people
to use them and reflects the government’s readiness to go to any length
to curb the population growth,” said
Deputy Health Minister Tariq Diab.
Egypt’s population is growing at

Born into crisis. Iraqi children sit in a three-wheel motorcycle near the town of Heet in Iraq’s Anbar
province.
									
a rate of 2% annually. It reached 104
million in 2017 and is projected to
top 150 million by 2050.
In Tunisia, contraceptives are
generally affordable and easily accessible. Women receive birth control, subsidised by the state at local
hospitals, and condoms are available there for free.
A 2015 UN report stated that contraceptive prevalence in Tunisia was
64.4%, one of the highest rates in
the region, while unmet need stood
at 10.5%.

In Egypt, contraceptives
are mostly prevalent in
big cities and almost
totally disregarded in
religious and
conservative rural areas.

The country’s progressive outlook
on reproductive rights goes back to
modern Tunisia’s founding under
President Habib Bourguiba, who
introduced landmark reforms for
women’s rights and reproductive
health. Also crucial to this legacy
was Tunisian doctor Tewhida ben
Sheikh, one of the first female physicians in the Arab world and a strong
advocate of access to contraception
and abortion, which was legalised in
1973.
In March, the Tunisian Association of Free Pharmacists announced
that all contraceptive pills were out
of stock. The shortage, the association said, was due to the Central
Pharmacy’s outstanding debts to
foreign suppliers, some of whom
threatened to cut off supply of vital
medicines.
Birth control is largely rejected
by the tribal and conservative Iraqi
society, which shuns the idea of limiting childbirth. “It is very difficult

(AFP)

to implement birth control policies
that go against the mentality of the
people, but we hope to be able to act
on the issue in the longer term with
the help of awareness campaigns,”
said Ministry of Planning spokesman Abdul Zahra al-Hindawi.
“However, many modern couples
are satisfied with two or three children, which is a good sign for the
future.”
Contraceptive pills are available in
most pharmacies across Iraq. Newly
wed couples often seek to delay
starting a family until they become
more comfortable financially, said
Uhud, a pharmacist who asked to be
identified by her first name.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.
Amr Emam in Cairo, Roufan
Nahhas in Amman, Oumayma
Omar in Baghdad and Stephen
Quillen in Tunis contributed to
this report.

Twenty years on, Viagra sheds light on male attitudes in the Arab world
Stephen Quillen

Tunis

T

wenty years after antiimpotence drug Viagra
hit the market, it is more
popular than ever in the
Arab world.
Arabic media reports stated that
the Middle East has the highest per
capita share of Viagra users in the
world, with Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Egypt topping
the list.
In 2012, Saudi newspaper Al Riyadh reported that men in the
country spent as much as $1.5 billion annually on Viagra and similar
medications.
While more recent estimates vary,
Viagra’s trademark blue pills, which
have proven through studies to significantly improve men’s sex lives
around the world, obviously remain
in high demand throughout the region.
Sociologists said the phenomenon has as much to do with cultural
norms as it does with medical need.
Arab men suffer from erectile
dysfunction and other sexually
debilitating conditions at similar
rates to the rest of the world but
they live in a culture in which male

virility and fertility is a foundational
component of masculinity. The
practice of polygamy in some Arab
countries is also thought to further
drive men’s desire for anti-impotence and aphrodisiac drugs.
Tunisian sociologist Tarek Belhadj Mohamed said: “These attitudes
reflect the psychology of a frustrated man.”
“[In Arab societies], ‘sexual performance’ is seen as validating the

worth of both the woman and the
man as the man is defined primordially in our society by the sexual
and reproductive functions,” Belhadj Mohamed said in e-mailed comments. “This is rooted in a narrative
that sees sex as either shameful or a
competition in which one must not
fail.”
Along with the high demand for
anti-impotence medication is social
stigma, Belhadj Mohamed noted,

with many in society viewing it as
unnatural or perverse.
This view, Belhadj Mohamed
said, is exacerbated, by a “hypocritical society that refuses to recognise
the evolution of sexual practices of
a large part of the population.”
Speaking about Tunisia, Belhadj
Mohamed said: “Life seems modern
and open but the reality is the opposite: Our society and even our elites
are tolerant of sexuality and sexual
freedom in theory but, when they
are concerned, the subject becomes
taboo and shameful.”
Viagra was banned in Tunisia until 2012, shortly after the revolution.
Today it is sold in pharmacies for
$12-$16 for a four-pill pack.
While Viagra has had a largely
positive effect on men’s sex lives
and marriages, there have been
risks, particularly as cheap counterfeits flooded the markets and as
some experimented with the drugs
recreationally.
Medical practitioners caution
against such uses, saying Viagra
should be taken only after careful
consultation with a physician. Side
effects can include headaches, nausea, vision loss, nasal congestion,
back pain, muscle pain and dizziness.
Viagra (medical name Sildenafil), developed by pharmaceutical

company Pfizer in the 1990s, quickly became a worldwide sensation
upon its release, earning hundreds
of millions of dollars in revenue.
The Guardian recently described it
as “the little blue pill that revolutionised our sex lives.”

Along with the high
demand for anti-impotence medication is
social stigma with many
in society viewing it as
unnatural or perverse.
Facing competition from generic
brands across the world in recent
years, Pfizer introduced its own generic Viagra brand in Europe in 2013
and in the United States last year,
leading to a drop in the company’s
revenue.
Pfizer said Viagra sales for its
emerging markets category, which
includes Asia (excluding Japan and
South Korea), Latin America, Eastern Europe, Africa, the Middle East,
Central Europe and Turkey, were
$300 million in 2017.
Stephen Quillen is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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World heritage in Syria and Libya
agonising under the world’s idle eyes
Samar Kadi

Alexandria

I

n parallel to the destructive
conflicts plaguing countries of
the Middle East, another war
is being waged on the collective memory of the people in
the region and their historic identity.
From Iraq to Syria, Yemen and
Libya, the region’s cultural and
archaeological heritage is being
wiped out amid the appalling idleness of the international community and UNESCO, archaeology experts complained.
Grievances about the disappearing heritage of the region, considered the cradle of ancient civilisations, were voiced at a forum on
the role of media in the protection
of cultural heritage organised by local NGOs and the Swedish Cultural
Institute in Alexandria, Egypt.
Military bases set up in the perimeter of archaeological sites,
bombardment of museums and
historical monuments, illegal excavations, plundering, looting
and illicit trafficking of artefacts is
what Syria’s heritage has been exposed to for seven years, said Syrian archaeologist Cheikhmous Ali,
founder of the Strasbourg-based
Association for the Protection of
Syrian Archaeology (APSA).
“[The Islamic State (ISIS)] was
not the only armed group plundering sites in Syria,” Ali said. “All
military parties active on Syrian
soil are involved. The Syrian regime, the opposition groups, the
US forces, the Russians, the Turks,
the Iranians and their allies. They
are all taking part in the destruction of Syria’s heritage.”
While temples and shrines have
been dynamited by jihadists for

From Iraq to
Syria, Yemen
and Libya,
the region’s
heritage is
being wiped
out.

ideological reasons, bulldozers
were used by the army and opposition fighters to build roads, erect
barricades and dig tunnels in sites
with strategic locations.
“We have satellite images showing Syrian troops positioned inside
Palmyra and bulldozers levelling
the ground and digging tunnels in
the ancient site area, thus removing non-excavated archaeological
layers and probably burying forever part of the history of this site
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage,” said Ali, whose association
has been recording the plundering
and destruction of historic sites
and monuments in Syria since the
outbreak of the conflict in 2011.
Ali said at least 30% of Syria’s
archaeological sites and historic
buildings have been damaged,
including some destroyed, and
10,000-12,000 artefacts have been
looted.
“Reports circulated in the official
media claiming that 95% of Syria’s
antiquities are safe are totally incorrect. We have 38 museums in
Syria, many of which have been
damaged and looted,” he said.
“For instance, only 2-3% of
the collection in Raqqa museum
remains, implying that all the
antiquities discovered in the province between 1982 and 2011 have
disappeared. In Idlib museum, 30%
of the collection, including 17,000
cuneiform tablets discovered on
the archaeological site of Ebla, a
kingdom from 3000BC, were stolen. Syria’s best-known mosaics
museum in Maraat Al-Naaman suffered serious damage in regime
barrel bomb attacks, causing the
total destruction of six mosaics.
Homs museum, which was on
the front line, was bombed and
its doors remained open for more
than a year during which some 100
antiquities were looted. Palmyra

museum was openly vandalised
and destroyed by [ISIS] and the
gold-plated statue of an Aramean
god that dates to 800BC was stolen
from Hama museum in 2011 when
the city was under regime control.
“Only recently we were informed
that the warehouses of Aleppo museum, the most important in Syria,
were inundated and all its valuable
pieces are now soaking in water,”
Ali said.
In addition to the plundering of
museums, vandalism and illegal
excavations of famous archaeo-

logical sites such as Apamea, Ebla,
Palmyra, Dura-Europos continue
without deterrence.
Ali said excavations are carried
out in broad daylight by jobless
locals and antiquities’ traffickers
with the permission of the armed
groups, including the regular army,
in return for bribes.
Though it existed before the outbreak of the revolution, the illicit
activity increased considerably afterward. Artefacts that are smuggled to neighbouring countries,
including Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan

Prized heritage. A view at the ancient Syrian city of Palmyra.
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Endangered
site. A view of
Leptis Magna,
a UNESCO
World Heritage
site on the
Mediterranean
coast of North
Africa, some
120km east of
Tripoli.
(Reuters)

and Israel, end up on the black market in Europe, the United States or
the Gulf.
“Some pieces intercepted in Lebanon were returned to Syria, while
others taken in Jordan and Turkey
would be returned at the end of the
conflict,” Ali said. “We do not know
the exact quantity of looted artefacts because many are not registered and documented.
“The important pieces will be
concealed and won’t resurface before 10-15 years. They will be given
new identities and certificates to
allow selling them at international
auction houses.”
The internet gives looters anonymity and direct access to buyers
without the burden of proof of origin or legal documents. Antiquities’
trafficking was rarely in the public
eye until the world witnessed ISIS’s
deliberate destruction of ancient
heritage sites in Syria and Iraq.
The International Council of Museums (ICOM) published an “Emergency Red List of Syrian Cultural
Objects at Risk” that could turn up
on the international art market. It
provides a guide for customs officials, police forces, art dealers and
museums to identify looted antiquities.
Ali complained of “inadequate
support” from international organisations, especially UNESCO, in
preserving Syria’s heritage, including many World Heritage sites. Ali’s
teams of volunteers in the field include archaeologists, journalists
and regular citizens who document
damage, inspect sites and take photos and videos.
“Tens of meetings and discussions were held but nothing concrete happened on the ground. No
financial or logistic support given
to the activists in the field. UNESCO
organised several workshops for
them but this won’t help resolve
such a catastrophe. It is useless to
teach people how to extinguish a
fire in a museum when you don’t
have the equipment to do it,” Ali
said.
“I believe it is too late to salvage
Syria’s heritage. Destruction continues, people are being killed and
heritage is not a priority.
“The heritage in Syria is a
world heritage. It is the collective
memory of humanity which is at

Libya,
like Syria,
is home to
a prized
array of
temples,
tombs,
mosques
and
churches.

stake, and thus it is a collective
responsibility to preserve it,” he
added.
Libya, like Syria, is home to a
prized array of temples, tombs,
mosques and churches, including five UNESCO World Heritage
sites and, like Syria, it is racked
by a complex civil war that puts at
high risk its cultural and historic
heritage, drawing widely from
Christian and Islamic history, the
Greek and Roman eras, as well as
the desert dynasties that overlapped them.
The precarious state of Libya’s
heritage was highlighted in a documentary, “War on Memory,” presented at the Alexandria meeting
by the Libyan Women’s Platform
for Peace (LWPP).
LWPP co-founder Zahra’ Langhi
described “War on Memory” as “a
wake-up call.”
“One of the lethal weapons used
to annihilate nations and states is
deforming consciousness, dissolving collective memory, destroying symbols that express the
character of a nation and severing
the bonds between contemporary
generations and their forefathers
through the ages,” Langhi said.
“This is achieved by destroying
the national and religious heritage that contributes to the revival
of memory, the strengthening of
identity, the embodiment of symbols and the continuity of generations.”
Endangered sites in Libya include Cyrene, founded about
630BC by the Greeks; Leptis
Magna, once part of the Phoenician city-state of Carthage, later
incorporated by the Romans into
the province of Africa; Sabratha,
west of modern Tripoli, a Phoenician trading post; the old town
of Ghadames, known as the
“pearl of the desert”; and the
Acacus Mountains, which host
prehistoric rock paintings, some
dating to 12,000BC.
The depressing plight of Libya’s antiquities is not new, said
Khadija Ramadan, a Benghazibased journalist and LWPP activist. “Under (late dictator Muammar) Qaddafi, Libyan historic
vestiges were neglected. Classical towns such as Sabratha,
Cyrene and Leptis Magna were
viewed negatively as links to a
colonialist past,” Ramadan said.
After Qaddafi’s toppling in
2011, there were hopes for a new
era in archaeological exploration but the absence of law and
order facilitated looting, vandalism and construction on previously protected sites. Vandalism of the Acacus rock paintings
increased. Armed looters stole
tiles and marbles from Tripoli’s
fabled Karamanli mosque, built
in 1738, and Islamist extremists
desecrated shrines built by Sufi
Muslims.
However, the most dangerous
threat facing heritage in Libya is
urban encroachment, land grabs
and the trafficking of archaeological materials for profit or to
fund radical groups, Ramadan
said, noting that sites in populated areas are particularly at risk.
While damage to cultural heritage has been recorded in Syria,
keeping track of Libya’s treasures is virtually impossible because it has become so dangerous there since Qaddafi’s fall.
ICOM’s “Emergency Red List
of Libyan Cultural Objects at
Risk” is the 15th in its Red List
series. Though not exhaustive,
the list includes vulnerable artefacts such as rock art, figurines
and sculptures in stone, metal
and ceramic, glass and semi-precious stones, coins and accessories such as lamps and jewellery.
While the international body
said it had not registered largescale destruction in Libya
“aimed at clearing all signs of
the past,” it had recorded theft,
pillaging and destruction of Sufi
mosques around Tripoli.
“Libya is in big danger of losing
a huge part of its cultural heritage. Unfortunately, it is difficult
to defend it and the loss would
be irreplaceable,” Ramadan said.

A different Middle East
showcased at Oxford
International Art Fair

Vivid colours. Abstract art by Sana Hussein.

Karen Dabrowska

London

T

he two Arab stands at the
Oxford International Art
Fair presented the bright
and tragic sides of life.
Wajdan Majeed, executive
director of the Bridge for Life art consultancy, exhibited the works of ten
artists whose explosion of colours
revealed a joy of living, in contrast
with the dark and haunted figures
presented by Saudi artist Hanouf Muhammad.
The exhibition, featuring photographs, illustrations, paintings, bespoke crafts, ceramics, jewellery and
sculptures by 150 emerging artists
and galleries from 26 countries, was
at the iconic Oxford Town Hall.
“When we created the fair five
years ago our intention was to provide artists and galleries with an affordable and accessible shop window for their work, within the setting
of a unique space that fused the art
together with the architecture of the
venue chosen to host it,” the fair’s
curator Joelle Dinnage said in a statement.
Majeed, born in Iraq and who went
to the United Kingdom in 1990, wanted to make sure the works exhibited
showed a Middle East different from
the one usually portrayed in the media. “People hear about [the Islamic
State] ISIS and war. My aim was to
show another Middle East of beauty
and splendour,” she said.
The works included the traditional
oil paintings by Iraqi artist Jabar alRubaee depicting the landscape of
the Tigris and camels in the desert;
the abstract work of Sana Hussein,
a young artist from Basra expressing
child-like images in vivid colours;
and Rashmi Agarwal’s printings on
silk with vivid red and pink.
Majeed, an archaeological scientist
who studied ancient and Near Eastern languages at London University,
began researching the possibility of
setting up a Middle Eastern art consultancy in 2014 after ISIS captured
Mosul, Iraq’s second-largest city. She
said she was concerned about the
destruction of Iraq’s heritage and
wanted to replace the darkness and
hatred spread by ISIS with a message
of hope and understanding by promoting and exposing Arab art.
A Bridge for Life was registered
in 2016 and a portion of its profits is
donated to the restoration of historic
buildings that can be turned into art
schools.
“I received many messages on Facebook from artists in the Middle
East asking how they could escape
from the dire economic situation
they faced. They were not able to

Majeed
wanted to
make sure
the works
exhibited
showed a
Middle
East
different
from the
one
usually
portrayed
in the
media.

(Provided by Karen Dabrowska)

sell their work and unless they are
sponsored by the government, they
received very little support,” Majeed
said. “The great benefit of the ‘Arab
spring’ was that people realised they
can be masters of their own destiny.
They don’t have to rely on their governments.”
“Not being able to sell and exhibit
his or her work is similar to a (slow)
death for an artist. The standard of
living in many countries of the Arab
world is such that individuals cannot afford to buy art and many beautiful pieces are being created but
never see the light of day,” she said.
Majeed is responsible for marketing the works of 50 Arab artists and
introducing them to a Western audience. They send her a selection of
their work, which she sells through
the digital marketplace on her website and at international shows and
exhibitions.
“The artists are very happy to
have such a consultancy. It does not
cost them a lot to send me their artwork and they no longer feel they
are stuck in the Middle East. It is not
easy for an artist to buy a ticket to
Europe and it is difficult to get a visa.
Then they have to pay for a gallery
space and a hotel. I am saving them
all these expenses,” she said. “Once
an artist’s work has been shown at
several exhibitions they become
known, their name sticks in people’s
minds and they start asking for work
by that artist.”
“Disorder,” a multimedia work
by Sharjah-based British-Syrian artist Ayat Alhaji implied that disorder
was a movement towards order.
The philosophy of Dubai-based
Irish national Humaria Hussein, who
lived most of her life in Europe but
whose roots stem from Pakistan and
the Middle East, is to make a beautiful painting that is familiar and tangible. This was evident in her flower
luminosity works, which showed a
great love of nature.
Muhammad’s “Agony, Boredom
and The Burden of Existence” are
powerful, genderless works exploring personal dilemmas. “It’s a way to
communicate, a way to make sense
of the world and a way to express the
deepest emotions that cannot be uttered,” Muhammad has said.
A Bridge for Life has exhibited
Middle Eastern artwork at many European and overseas shows, including the Amsterdam International Art
Fair, Sailing in Colours International
Art Symposium in Alexandria, the
Barcelona International Art Fair and
the Rotterdam International Art Fair.
The consultancy is also producing
“Colour and War,” a modern encyclopaedia of Iraqi art 2003-13.
Karen Dabrowska is an Arab Weekly
contributor in London.
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Agenda
Gammarth, Tunisia:
Through April 15

The 13th Jazz à Carthage, an
annual music festival, brings
together renowned international and local musicians
and fans for concerts, lectures, exhibitions and nightly
jam sessions.
Amman:
Through May

Jordanian men dressed as ancient
Islamic soldiers perform during
a show for visitors at the Shobak
Castle.
(Reuters)

Jordan’s unusual and smallest
hotel – a Volkswagen Beetle
Roufan Nahhas

Al Jaya

Beirut:
Through May 18

The Metropolitan Opera of
New York, the Bolshoi Ballet
and la Comedie Francaise
perform at Empire Premiere
Cinemas. Opera performances include the music
of Giuseppe Verdi and Jules
Massenet in April. A show by
the Bolshoi Ballet is scheduled for May 18 and la Comedie Francaise takes the stage
April 18.
Medenine:
During April

D

riving along the curvy
road towards Shobak
Castle between Amman
and the red rose city of
Petra, there is a glimpse
of an old white Volkswagen Beetle on the roadside. There, a man
wearing a traditional Jordanian
keffiyeh welcomes visitors to the
world’s “smallest hotel.”
The “smallest hotel,” as owner
Mohammed Malaheem claims,
consists of a mattress with colourful embroidered pillows arranged
inside the battered VW Beetle.
Explaining how the idea of this
unusual accommodation came
about, Malaheem said: “After retiring in 1990, I decided to start a
business in tourism to promote
my small village, Jaya, which was
becoming a ghost town as many
residents have been deserting it
in search for a better life. I first
installed a small tent for tourists
visiting Shobak Castle where they
can have water, coffee and shop for
handmade products.”
As his small business attracted
more visitors, Malaheem, 64, decided to expand. He used a loan
from the Ministry of Social Development to turn a small cave on the
side of the road into a “hotel lobby”
and adapted his old VW Beetle,
which he refurbished, to serve as a
sleeping space.
“It worked!” Malaheem said.
“Tourists loved the idea and asked
if I had plans to add more cars
which I am thinking of doing but of
course I need financial support.”
After removing the engine and
the car’s interior, the repurposed
vehicle was decorated with handmade embroidered sheets and pillows with traditional patterns, embellished with colourful beads.
Malaheem said tourists can enjoy “the luxury of the smallest

As part of Friends of Jordan
Festivals, Al Hussein Cultural
Centre will host a Classical
Concerts Cycle with acts from
Japan, France, the Czech Republic and other countries.

The fifth Ouerghemma Folklore Festival takes place in a
Berber village in Medenine in
south-eastern Tunisia. Over
ten days, visitors attend folklore shows of music, poetry
and dance, enjoy traditional
food and handicraft products.
Cairo:
April 10-14

Organised by the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina and the American University in Cairo, the
second Jazz Tales Music
Festival presents jazz musicians in concerts and music
workshops.
Beirut:
April 14-15

The so-called world’s smallest hotel in Jordan located on the roadside near the Shobak Castle.
hotel in the world” for $56 per
night, including breakfast and
lunch.
“For any tourist who likes the
adventure and something different, I think I can easily say that
the Beetle provides some kind of a
luxury mixed with originality; food
is home-made and it is traditional
food made by my wife and daughter,” he said.
Approximately 200 tourists have
stayed at least one night at the socalled world’s smallest hotel and
an early reservation is recommended, Malaheem said.
“Of course, they have to reserve
early as you can see the room fits
only two people and there is only
one room, or in this case one car,
transformed into a hotel,” he said.
Malaheem’s guests are mostly
visitors to the nearby Shobak

The Crusader-era Shobak Castle in Jordan.

(AP)

Castle, an imposing early 12thcentury Crusader fortification
perched on the side of a rocky, narrow mountain 1,300 metres above
sea level.
His cave is called the “Baldwin
Grotto.” He named it after Baldwin I of Jerusalem, who built
Shobak Castle in 1115. It was originally called “Krak de Montreal”
or “Mons Regalis.” About 6,000
people resided in the castle in its
glory days. It was attacked several
times by Saladin until its defenders
surrendered in 1189 after a 2-year
siege. The Mamluks restored the
castle in the 14th century.
Around 9,000 visitors, including more than 6,000 foreign tourists, visited Shobak Castle from
January-June last year, compared
to some 5,000 tourists, including
about 3,000 foreigners, in the same
period in 2016, the Jordanian Ministry of Tourism said.
What does it take to have such
a successful venture with a minimum investment?
“It is not rocket science but
a combination of big smiles, a
unique idea and welcoming attitude,” Malaheem said. “Tourism
is the backbone of this country so
we need to take care of this sector.
Nothing can beat staying close to
nature with a great view of the Castle and surrounded by the desert.”
Murad Ghsoun, owner of travel
agency Skygate in Amman, believes that such innovative ideas
could have positive effect on tourism.
“Tourism in general needs new
ideas and having the smallest hotel in the world made out of one

(Roufan Nahhas)

old car is really a great and genuine
idea and so far it is doing what is intended from it and that is attracting
more tourists,” he said.
“Having a good personal experience in a destination would
eventually increase the number
of tourists in that destination, and
this is what happened to Shobak
area, whereas taking advantage of
tourists, such as charging $85 for
a watermelon, is definitely a bad
marketing point,” Ghsoun added,
referring to an incident involving
Pakistani tourists in Petra last year.

Approximately 200
tourists have stayed at
least one night at the
so-called world’s
smallest hotel and an
early reservation is
recommended.
Malaheem’s business depends
largely on foreign tourists who stay
for one night despite having reservations elsewhere or in Amman.
The attraction and uniqueness of
the hotel makes it on the bucket list
of many who hear about it.
“It is a simple enjoyment to try
something new. I am not saying
that my small hotel is the best but
I can say it somehow does the job.
I am helping my country’s tourism
with such unique ideas,” Malaheem said.
Of course, the question that is on
every tourist’s mind. “Yes, there is
a toilet,” he added with a smile.

Dedicated to dogs and their
people, WoofFest celebrates
dogs with games, pampering,
beauty contests and talent
shows. There will also be entertainment areas, bands and
food courts.
Dubai:
May 9-13

The tenth Dubai Tango Festival includes tango workshops
with milongas for famous
tango dancers and singers.
Rabat:
June 22-30

The 17th Mawazine Festival
takes place in Rabat and features international and local
musical performances.
Cairo:
During August

Organised by the Cairo Opera
House, the annual Citadel
Festival for Music and Singing
is scheduled for the Saladin
Citadel and the Opera House
over two weeks. The festival
includes concerts of classical Arab music in addition to
contemporary performances.
We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

